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Summary

This thesis develops a new method for detecting low order Gaussian random signals

in noise when the parameters of the signal are unknown and the frequency of the

signal is nonstationary and slowly varying� A low order signal is de�ned here to

to be a signal that can be modeled with a small number of autoregressive �AR�

model coe
cients and has only one signi�cant spectral peak� The new detector is

appropriate for applications where the signal is wideband and the time�bandwidth

product is large such as passive sonar� radar and biomedical signal detection�

Based on the low order signal restriction� the signal is modeled as the output of

a �rst order AR system with a time varying pole angle� This signal model is applied

to the computation of the optimal likelihood ratio test when the signal parame�

ters are known and extended to an approximation of the generalized likelihood ratio

test �GLRT� when the signal parameters must be estimated� The resulting detector

makes use of several types of computationally e
cient approximation� including block

processing and a spectral diagonalization of the data covariance matrix� The stack

algorithm and the Viterbi algorithm are investigated as maximization techniques for

producing the maximum likelihood estimates required by the GLRT�

The statistical behavior of the approximations is determined analytically for

both a single block of the data using numerical characteristic function inversion� and

for the full observation using a distribution approximation� Simulations are used to

verify and extend the analytical results� Using comparisons with a near�optimum

detector as an upper bound and the energy detector as a lower bound� the new

detection algorithm is shown to give nearly optimal performance for a variety of

nonstationary and non�AR signals� Recent methods from the literature are examined

xiii



for applicability to this problem� and the most suitable method is compared to the

new detector�

The new detection algorithm is found to be computationally e
cient with near

optimal performance� and is robust to model inaccuracy� The thesis concludes with

a discussion of extensions of the theoretical framework of the approximate GLRT to

other signal models and applications�

xiv



CHAPTER �

Introduction

The objective of this thesis is to determine a method for detecting a low order Gaus�

sian random signal in noise when the parameters of the signal are unknown and the

frequency of the signal is nonstationary� These signals are di
cult to detect be�

cause the nonstationarity produces a large number of free signal parameters� For this

investigation it will be assumed that the noise covariance is known and the signal

frequency varies slowly� A low order signal is de�ned here to be a signal which can be

modeled with a small number of autoregressive model coe
cients and has only one

signi�cant spectral peak� The goal of this thesis is to develop a detector possessing

several desirable characteristics� computational e
ciency� near�optimal performance�

and robustness to model inaccuracy�

There are a number of application areas that require detection of signals which

exhibit nonstationary frequency� These include such divergent areas as

� biomedical signal analysis �EGG� etc�� ����

� spread spectrum communication�

� wear monitoring and fault detection�

� active radar and sonar ����

� and passive sonar ���

Therefore� this thesis should be applicable to a number of current research problems�

The speci�c problem stated in Section ��� involves detection of low SNR wideband

signals with nonstationary frequency in a noise environment with stationary harmonic

�



Introduction

components� Although this thesis is designed to address this problem thoroughly� the

variations of the ideas presented below could be applied to detection of a variety of

signals with a nonstationary parameter� Figure ��� shows an example of the type

of signal and noise environment to which this work has been applied� The �gure is

a spectrogram of an AR��� synthetic nonstationary signal in harmonic noise� The

harmonic noise is actually measured sonar data�

100 200 300 400 500 600 700
Time

F
re

qu
en

cy

Nonstationary Signal Spectrogram with Harmonic Noise

Figure ���� The signal is AR��� with a pole radius of
p
����� and a sinusoidal frequency

track�

This chapter deals with the main issues of the detection problem and gives a

preview of the entire thesis� Section ��� describes the problem and gives a basic

mathematical framework� Section ��� discusses the major issues that are dealt with

in the thesis and how these issues are addressed� Sections �� through ��� give some

background material from the literature and Section ��� discusses the shortcomings

of earlier approaches� Section ��� gives a chapter by chapter overview of the thesis�

�



Problem Statement

��� Problem Statement

Consider the mathematical model that is used for the random signal detection prob�

lem� The signal and noise are zero mean independent discrete�time random processes

s�m� and n�m�� respectively� The received vector x is de�ned as

x � �x���� x���� � � � � x�M � ���T �����

where T represents the simple transpose� There are two hypotheses� H� and H��

describing the possible structure of x

H� � x�m� � n�m�

H� � x�m� � s�m� � n�m��
�����

Since both the signal and noise processes are zero mean� the covariance matrix is a

complete description of the received vector�s characteristics� Therefore� a su
cient

detector statistic ��� can be written entirely in terms of the appropriate covariance

matrices� The hypotheses may be restated in terms of the covariance matrices� so

that

H� � Kx � Kn � E�nn��

H� � Kx � Ks �Kn � E�ss�� � E�nn�� ����

where � represents the Hermitian transpose� Since the signal� s�m�� is assumed to be

nonstationary� Ks is generally not Toeplitz� Recall that Ks is unknown� while Kn is

known and Toeplitz�

Because the spectral characteristics of s�m� vary with time� it is intuitive to

consider a time�frequency decomposition as part of the detector� Detector perfor�

mance can be improved by using such a decomposition to form an estimate of Ks� It

is possible to implement the detector in the frequency domain since Ks has a simple

relationship to fKs� the covariance matrix of the FFT of s�m�� In fact� several of the

methods given in the literature are based on a time�frequency decomposition�

�



Approach

��� Approach

The approach of this thesis to the detection problem is to estimateKs by using a signal

model whose parameters are estimated from the data� The detector is based on the

Generalized Likelihood Ratio Test �GLRT� which requires the Maximum Likelihood

Estimate �MLE� of the model parameters� The details of the GLRT are discussed

Section ��� A �rst order autoregressive� or AR���� signal model is employed to

restrict the number of parameters to be searched� The AR��� model is seen to be

robust� so that the detector can be applied to non�AR signals which resemble the low

order Gaussian signal type described above� Frequently the MLEs are determined

by searching over a predetermined set of allowed model parameter values� The speed

of the search is increased by using large parameter step�sizes and e
cient search

methods� This approach is only possible if the statistical behavior of the likelihood

ratio is well understood� Since the frequency parameter is nonstationary� detection

is carried out in the time�frequency domain where the frequency path of the signal is

easy to determine and to visualize�
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Background

��� Background

One of the main goals of this research is to develop a detector with near�optimal per�

formance� Since optimality of the detector is important� consider the likelihood ratio

test �LRT�� which is optimal in the sense that the probability of error is minimized�

The log�likelihood function �with constants removed� of a zero mean stationary Gaus�

sian random vector x is given by

li�x� � lnPi � �
�
lnjKij � x�K��

i x

�
�����

where the Pi is the probability of Hi occurring� and Ki is the value of Kx when Hi

is true� The likelihood function is de�ned as the probability density function �PDF�

of the random vector evaluated at the value of the observed data� so that a Gaussian

log�likelihood function is simply the log of the Gaussian PDF� The LRT is then given

by

l��x�� l��x�
H�
�
�
H�

� �����

which is represented as the di	erence of two logs instead of the �ratio� which gives

the test its name�

The GLRT is known to perform extremely well in a number of applications� but

its optimality properties are not simple to prove� The GLRT can be shown to be the

detector that minimizes the probability of error when the unknown parameters are

chosen to maximize the probability of error�the �minimax� solution� It is therefore

the test that minimizes

max
u

Pr�errorju� �����

where u is the vector of unknown parameters ���� When the unknown parameters are

�rst chosen to maximize the probability of error given the observation� then the test

which minimizes the resulting error is the GLRT� This is simply one criteria under

which the GLRT is optimal� for a detailed explanation of the optimality of the GLRT

�
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see ���� In the general case� the GLRT is given by

max
u
�l��x���max

u
�l��x��

H�
�
�
H�

�� �����

Speci�cally� if the received signal x has unknown covarianceK� under H�� and known

covariance K� under H�� the GLRT can be written as

max
K�

l��xjK��� l��x�
H�
�
�
H�

� �����

so that K� is chosen to maximize l��x��

Although covariance matrices have a few special properties such as Hermitian

symmetry and Toeplitz structure for stationary processes� it is clear that K� contains

many parameters� and an exhaustive search for the best choice is out of the question�

Since the Toeplitz property does not apply to nonstationary processes� the search is

even less tractable when the signal is not stationary�

One way to reduce the number of parameters� and therefore the computational

complexity of the search� is to use a signal model� One of the simplest models that can

be applied to a nonstationary signal is the AR��� model� which inherently requires

that the signal have a single spectral peak and that the signal be a complex quantity�

This model choice conveniently avoids the di
culties associated with conjugate pairs

for the poles of a real AR��� model� where the signal power and bandwidth vary with

the frequency of the poles� Real observations can be converted to complex data to

match the AR��� model by using the Hilbert transform� or by converting a bandpass

frequency range of the data to a complex baseband signal� To model a nonstationary

frequency� the pole location of the AR��� model can be allowed to vary with time�

In such cases� only a single parameter� the pole angle� must be varied to change the

signal frequency�

If s is a complex AR��� process� it is equivalent to the output of a single pole AR

�lter whose input is unit variance complex white Gaussian noise� The autocorrelation

function R�k� of the system output can be written

R�k� �
G�

�� jaj�r
jkjejk� �����

�
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where G is the gain of the AR �lter� a is the pole of the �lter� and r and � are the

radius and angle� respectively� of that pole so that a � rej�� Since the �i� j�th element

of the Toeplitz covariance matrix Ks is just R�j � i�� the covariance matrix K� can

be written entirely in terms of of the signal parameters� G� r� �� and the known noise

covariance� Kn�

K� � Ks�G� r� �� �Kn� ������

Therefore� when the signal is AR���� the LRT in ����� can be written in terms of the

signal model parameters and the noise covariance�

Suppose a signal is modeled as an AR��� signal with unknown parameter values�

The GLRT requires the maximization of the likelihood of x over the parameters G� r

and � for H��

max
G�r��

l��xjG� r� ��� ������

Since the noise covariance is known� there are no unknown parameters for H�� and

the GLRT is computed as

max
G�r��

l��xjG� r� ��� l��x�
H�
�
�
H�

�� ������

The parameter search is over only three variables� However� if the frequency is al�

lowed to be nonstationary� there may be a di	erent frequency parameter �pole angle�

for each time sample in the observation x� and � becomes ��m�� The addition of the

nonstationary frequency parameter increases the size of the maximization search to

the point of intractability� As a result� other methods have come under consideration

in the literature� The �rst method to be discussed has been proposed purely for sta�

tionary signals� but can be applied to this more general case� The reviewed methods

do not assume the same model given above� but are directed at similar signal types�

i�e�� those with a single spectral peak�

�
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��� Kay�s AR Modeling Method

A detector for broadband signals with unknown parameters has been proposed by

S� Kay ���� He proposed replacing the GLRT�s search for MLE parameters with

an AR model parameter estimation technique such as the linear prediction method�

Although Kay chooses a detection problem slightly di	erent than the one presented

in Section ��� most of his approach can be adapted to the context of the current

problem�

Kay�s hypotheses are not equivalent to those given in ���� since he assumes

white Gaussian noise �WGN� with unknown power� and models both the signal and

the noise under H� with the AR model rather than treating the noise separately� This

method gives the AR�q� model for x�m� under H�

x�m� � �
qX
i��

aix�m� i� � ns�m� �����

where the AR model order is q and ns�m� is a WGN process independent of the

previously mentioned noise process n�m�� Kay�s hypotheses for an AR��� model can

be stated as

K� � �I

K� � Ks�r� ��
������

where the G parameter is unnecessary due to the use of ��

In this form Kay�s detector requires the estimation of parameters �� r� and �

for the AR��� case and in the case of higher order models� all the autoregressive

coe
cients must be estimated� If the estimates are the maximumlikelihood estimates�

the detector is the GLRT just as in ������ but with the addition of the unknown noise

parameter� However� Kay uses a linear prediction method to obtain the bai�s� He also
suggests the following approximation to the likelihood ratio which eliminates the �

and depends only on the observed data and the bai�s
�Kay �M ln

�
�

M

M��X
m�q

x��m�

�
�M ln

�

M

M��X
m�q

�
qX

t��

batx�m� t�

��
� ������
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This method has several of the desired characteristics for a detector operating

on a stationary signal� It uses the AR model with unknown parameters and uses a

computationally e
cient method� not an exhaustive search� for parameter estimation�

Kay�s analysis shows that the performance of this detector is up to �dB above that

of the energy detector� with particularly good performance for low order signals�

However� the classical linear prediction method is not well suited to problems

where the noise contains harmonics� and only approaches optimal performance when

the observation vector is long� Since the linear prediction estimator assumes the signal

is stationary� it can only be applied sequentially to short segments of a nonstationary

signal� Therefore� Kay�s method would require a tradeo	 in block length� with better

performance for longer blocks at the expense of limiting the model parameter�s rate

of change� Kay�s work suggests the detector only for the stationary signal application

and does not deal with the nonstationary frequency problem� The division of the

received vector x into subsections also introduces a loss of performance since samples

in di	erent blocks may be correlated� but are treated as independent when processed

separately� This issue will be dealt with in more detail later�

��� Hidden Markov Model �HMM	 Method

The hidden Markov model �HMM� method is one of two methods to be mentioned

that deal with nonstationary signals� When the signal is allowed to be nonstationary�

the GLRT given in ������ must be modi�ed to allow a sequence of values for �� the

frequency parameter� The other parameters will be assumed stationary� The sequence

of frequency parameters can be associated with the sample index m� or with some

larger block index p� if the frequency varies slowly enough to be considered stationary

over the length of each block� In either case� the sequence of all values of � can

be represented as a vector �� This thesis will use the block de�nition of � almost
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exclusively� With a nonstationary frequency� ������ can be rewritten as

max
G�r��

l��xjG� r� ��� l��x�
H�
�
�
H�

� ������

where the additional number of parameters in � require substantially more computa�

tion for maximization�

The nonoverlapping STFT can be used to divide the signal into a discrete two

dimensional time�frequency space where the FFT length de�nes the size of the time

blocks and the frequency blocks� Using the STFT structure� the problem of �nding a

maximum likelihood estimate of the signal�s frequency path can be approached using

an HMM� This problem is equivalent to the maximization of ������ over ��

The HMM model is easily explained by considering the signal�s presence in each

FFT bin to be the possible states� although it is not restricted to this formulation� The

likelihood of the signal being present in an FFT bin is determined� and the transition

probability to the next state may either be derived from training� or assumed to be

Gaussian with the mean centered on the most recent state� In the Gaussian transition

case� the variance of the Gaussian must still be assumed or found by training�

Given the HMM established above and a measured signal� the maximum likeli�

hood state sequence can be determined by the Viterbi algorithm� The Viterbi algo�

rithm keeps track of the maximum likelihood path to each state from the last time

sample� At the end of the sequence� the path can be reconstructed in reverse to give

the maximum likelihood path over the whole sequence� Because the likelihood of

transition from each past state to each next state must be calculated for every time

block� the Viterbi algorithm is an O�V �P � computation� where V is the number of

states �corresponding to frequency resolution�� and P is the number of time blocks

�corresponding to the number of nonoverlapping FFTs required�� The Viterbi algo�

rithm is an e
cient method but it has two signi�cant disadvantages� The �rst is that

both computation and storage increase as the square of the desired frequency resolu�

tion� limiting the range of resolution available� The second is that the computation

is the same for either low or high SNR cases� Even if the problem is easier� no gain

�
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in speed is realized�

The algorithm proposed in ��� uses an HMM structure to track nonstationary

sinusoidal signals by using the Viterbi algorithm to �nd the path with the maximum

score� This work proposes an ad�hoc approximation to the likelihood function based

simply on the FFT magnitude in each bin� Streit and Barrett ��� suggest that the

method could be made more e	ective by using the FFT phase information� but there

is no mention of other signal models�

In a more recent article� Barrett and Holdsworth describe an extension of the

method given in ��� that takes advantage of both the amplitude and phase information

to calculate the likelihood of a sinusoidal signal being present in a particular frequency

bin ���� The new method is considered not only as a frequency tracker� but also as a

detector� Although the method of ��� improves detection performance by about �dB�

the method is once again applied only to sinusoidal signals and therefore cannot be

directly compared to the work of this thesis�

��
 Iterative Wigner Method

The Wigner�Ville distribution �WVD� is a popular alternative to the STFT as a time�

frequency decomposition� Although it has problems with cross�terms and is somewhat

more di
cult to compute� the WVD has a higher frequency resolution than the STFT�

Since the estimate of the signal frequency is critical to the computation of ������� the

WVD has been considered as a method for obtaining an estimate for �� Once the

estimate has been obtained� detection can be performed by building a covariance

matrix consistent with the AR model parameters and computing �������

The Wigner�based method to be considered has been proposed by O�Shea and

Boashash� This method uses the cross Wigner�Ville distribution �XWVD� to iter�

atively improve the estimate of the nonstationary signal�s instantaneous frequency�

The instantaneous frequency of the signal is estimated to be the largest peak in the

��
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XWVD� Each time an estimate is obtained� a signal corresponding to the frequency

estimate is constructed and the XWVD is computed between the original signal and

the constructed one� Given an instantaneous frequency estimate fi�t�� the corre�

sponding signal estimate is

bs�t� � Real �exp�j�� Z t

�T��
fi���d�

��
� ������

The improved estimate is used to isolate the signal and remove noise for improved

energy detection ����� This use is not equivalent to the potential use of the estimate in

a GLRT�based detector� which would be more comparable to the work of this thesis�

Figure ��� ���� shows how a signal may be enhanced by removing noise outside the

signal region�

This iterative procedure was shown to produce excellent estimates and improved

detector performance ����� but it has signi�cant shortcomings� The iterative procedure

requires an initial estimate� which must be generated by some other method� The

initial estimate a	ects the performance of the algorithm and can be most di
cult

to determine in low SNR cases� Colored noise or multiple signals cause signi�cant

alternative peaks as well as cross�term peaks in the XWVD� which rapidly degrade

the detector�s performance� Therefore� the iterative XWVD method is di
cult to

modify for use in multi�signal or harmonic noise environments� The usefulness of

this method is diminished when the signal is wideband� since the peak in frequency

becomes more di
cult to distinguish and is poorly modeled by the narrowband signal

estimate in �������

��� Motivation

Each of the methods discussed above relate to the problem investigated in this thesis�

but each fails to address the entire problem� Kay�s AR modeling method deals with

the unknown frequency problem� but not with the nonstationary frequency or colored

noise elements of the problem� The HMM method uses an approach to the frequency

��
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Iterative Wigner�Ville Method

�a� �b�

�c� �d�

Figure ���� Iterative Wigner�Ville method� �a� is the original signal	 �b� is the signal
with noise	 �c� is the instantaneous frequency estimate	 �d� shows the improvement over
the energy detector in probability of detection vs� SNR 
��� c� Copyright IEEE �����
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estimation problem which is very similar to the approach used in this thesis� but

is only applied to nonstationary sinusoids� not to random signals� The iterative

Wigner method represents an attempt to solve the nonstationary frequency estimation

problem for an unknown signal� but does not approach the subject of using that

estimate for detection purposes� Also� the iterativeWigner method uses a narrowband

signal model which would likely break down if applied to wideband signals�

None of the methods in the literature deal with the full problem that this thesis

investigates� In addition� some of these methods are based on ad�hoc approaches to

the detection problem� The development of a detection method which is clearly based

on the optimal theory of detection using the likelihood ratio test is more desirable�

This thesis is presented to deal with the nonstationary random signal detection

problem directly based on a theoretically sound method� the GLRT� Although this

thesis deals with a subset of the problem� i�e� low order signals� it is intended to

provide not only a practical solution� but also a theoretical framework based on the

GLRT for the extension of this work so that more general problems can be solved in

the future�

��� Overview of Thesis

Chapter � goes into detail concerning the implementation of the full observation

detector� Chapter  discusses the e	ectiveness of the frequency domain approximation

when applied as a stationary signal quadratic detector� Chapter � examines the

performance of the full observation detector for a variety of signal types and compares

it to various other detection schemes� Chapter � presents the conclusions of this thesis

and discusses some possible future extensions� The appendix gives a derivation of the

covariance matrix of a nonstationary signal based on the output of a time�varying

�lter�

��



CHAPTER �

Detection of Nonstationary Random

Signals

The detection algorithm developed for this thesis is based on the the GLRT as given in

������� which assumes a complexAR��� signal model� However� in order to clearly dis�

cuss some of the issues involved in computing ������ it is convenient to �rst deal with

the computation of the LRT� Temporarily ignoring the multiparameter maximization

will simplify the notation and discussion of the approximations to be implemented

for practical computational reasons�

��� Likelihood Ratio Test �LRT	

Consider the LRT for a full observation represented in terms of its su
cient statistic�

The LRT for the known signal covariance and known noise covariance case is given

by

x��K��
� �K��

� �x
H�
�
�
H�

� �����

where the subscript of K refers to the hypothesis� and the � term includes constants

due to the energy and probability of each hypothesis� Since x is a complex Gaussian

random vector �CGRV�� the detector statistic given in ����� is a general quadratic

form random variable and its distribution is useful for performance analysis� Although

there is much more to be said in Section ����� about �nding the distribution of a

general quadratic form such as the detector statistic� the computation of the statistic

itself is the focus of this discussion�

When the observation size M is large� that is� when the number of samples in x

��
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is more than a few hundred� complexity problems arise in the computation of ������

The storage required for the matrix �K��
� �K��

� � isM
� elements and the computation

of the statistic is O�M��� The matrix in ����� is generally not Toeplitz� and the

matrix inverse required to compute it is O�M��� The cost of computing the test

matrix becomes more important when K� is not known in advance� When x contains

thousands of samples� the direct computation of ����� is impractical for almost any

sort of real application� A more practical approach is to divide the observation into

small segments or blocks� process them independently� and then combine the results�

��� Block Likelihood Ratio Test �BLRT	

Consider an alternative mathematical model of the problem� let the signal and noise

be the zero mean� independent� discrete�time random processes s�m� and n�m� as

before� Then let x�p� be de�ned as a subset or block of x�

x�p� � �x�pL�� x�pL� ��� � � � � x�pL� �L� ����T for � � p � P � � �����

where L is the number of samples per block� and P is the number of blocks in the

observation�

Recall thatKi � E�xx�� is theM�M covariance matrix of the entire observation�

and let Ki�p� q� � E�x�p�x��q��� the L�L cross covariance matrix of two blocks of x�

Then Ki may be written

Ki �

����������

Ki��� �� Ki��� �� � � � Ki��� P � ��
Ki��� �� Ki��� �� � � � Ki��� P � ��
���

���
� � �

���

Ki�P � �� �� Ki�P � �� �� � � � Ki�P � �� P � ��

	







�
����

where P is as de�ned above� Instead of calculating the optimum detection statistic

�LRT for the full observation

�LRT � x��K��
� �K��

� �x� �����

��
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the block processing method calculates the block LRT �BLRT� statistic

�BLRT �
P��X
p��

x��p��K��
� �p� p� �K��

� �p� p��x�p� �����

so that �LRT � �BLRT only if ���� is block diagonal� When the signal is station�

ary� this method is simply a form of time�averaging� however the method retains its

relationship to the optimal detector even when the signal �and therefore Ki�p� p�� is

nonstationary�

Therefore� performing block processing is optimal only if the blocks are indepen�

dent� Although the BLRT is sub�optimal� it is a practical method for implementing

a near�optimal detector for large observations� It implicitly makes the approximation

that the blocks are statistically independent� i�e� that Ki�p� q� � � when p �� q and

Ki is approximated by

Ki �

����������

Ki��� �� 
 � � � 



 Ki��� �� � � � 

���

���
� � �

���


 
 � � � Ki�P � �� P � ��

	







�
� �����

This approximation and another major approximation will be used in the �nal de�

tection algorithm to make the problem more tractable� The e	ects of both of these

approximations will be evaluated later�

It is possible to show that the block processing method is a more accurate

approximation for wideband signals than for narrowband signals� Covariance matrices

of stationary processes are Toeplitz� and the only Toeplitz matrix which is block

diagonal is the trivial case� a diagonal matrix� A process with a diagonal covariance

matrix is white� and a white signal does not meet the original low order process

assumption� Therefore� the block processing procedure will not be optimum for the

signals under consideration� If the signal is wideband� however� its covariance matrix

will resemble a diagonal matrix� since there will be little energy in the o	�diagonal

elements� Therefore� the block processing method is most appropriate for wideband

signals�

��
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��� BLRT with Spectral Diagonalization

After the application of the block processing method� the detector�s complexity is

related to block length L rather than the observation length M � and clearly L will

be chosen much smaller than M � However� L cannot be made too small since this

would degrade the accuracy of the block independence approximation� The detector

still depends on the square of L in terms of computation�

A particular method of detector simpli�cation which can reduce the computa�

tional complexity has been suggested by Johnson and Dudgeon ���� This method

involves taking the FFT of x and then using only the diagonal values of the resulting

covariance matrix� To convert ����� to the spectral domain� let

ex�p� �Wx�p� �����

and let fKi�p� p� � E�ex�p�ex��p�� �WE�x�p�x��p��W� �WKi�p� p�W
� �����

whereW is the FFT matrix and e indicates a spectral domain quantity� Then �����
becomes

�BLRT �
P��X
p��

ex��p��fK��
� �p� p� �fK��

� �p� p��ex�p� �����

which has the same complexity as before� not including the FFT� In fact� the ex�

pression of ����� gives exactly the same result as ������ However� because the FFT

transformation tends to diagonalize fKi� it is possible to approximate ����� with the

BLRT with spectral diagonalization �BLRTsd�� given by

�BLRTsd �
P��X
p��

ex��p��D�fK��p� p��
�� �D�fK��p� p��

���ex�p� ������

where D�� is de�ned as the operator which sets the o	�diagonal elements to zero�
Since the inverse is trivial to compute for a diagonal matrix� the diagonalization is

implemented before the matrix inverse� Now ������ can be evaluated with two dot

products instead of a vector�matrix�vector multiply for a signi�cant computational

��
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savings� On the other hand� ������ is no longer equivalent to ������ Therefore� the

accuracy of yet another approximation must be evaluated�

��� GBLRT with Spectral Diagonalization

Now that the development of the BLRTsd is complete� it is possible to discuss its

generalization to the case of unknown parameters� Just as the LRT can be general�

ized by using maximum likelihood estimates of unknown parameters to become the

GLRT� the BLRTsd can also be generalized to become the GBLRTsd� If the com�

plex AR��� model described earlier is applied� there are only three possible unknown

parameters� G� r and �� It would be straightforward to implement the GBLRTsd

using a multidimensional optimization technique to �nd the parameter values which

would maximize �GBLRTsd under H�� Since the noise covariance is assumed known�

no search would be necessary under H�� However� since the parameters are unknown�

�GBLRTsd would have to be recomputed for each possible combination of parameters

that were tested� Clearly� the parameter search would multiply the computational

cost of detection many times over what would be required for the known parameter

case� The detection statistic can be stated as

�GBLRTsd � max
G�r��

P��X
p��

ex��p��D�fK��p� p��
�� �D�fK��p� p�G� r� ���

���ex�p� ������

where the notation fK��p� p�G� r� �� simply denotes the dependence on the AR param�

eters�

����� Nonstationary Frequency

Up to this point in the discussion� the detector has only been general enough to

handle stationary signals� The AR parameters have been �xed over the length of

the observation� However� the stated goal of this thesis is to develop a detector

for random signals with nonstationary frequency� Therefore� suppose the frequency

�	
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parameter � is allowed to vary with the observation sample index� as in ��m�� This

once again introduces a very large number of free parameters into the maximization

problem and renders the problem intractable� Due to the original motivation for

this work� the parameters r and G are presumed to be stationary� Although the

theoretical development does not require this restriction� computational resources

make it necessary�

Since the signal was originally assumed to be slowly varying in frequency� it is

possible to make the assumption that the signal is stationary over a single block� In

this case� � is only allowed to vary with the block index p� Since there are many fewer

blocks in the observation than samples� this assumption produces a large gain in com�

putational e
ciency� albeit at the expense of a less general set of signal applications�

Since the signal is known to be slowly varying in frequency� a further restriction can

be made on the value of ��p�� Each successive value of ��p � �� would normally be

expected to be close to the value of ��p�� and this fact can be translated into a range

restriction on the value of ��p � ��� This range restriction can be used to further

reduce the requirements of the likelihood maximization search� The nonstationary

signal detection statistic can be stated as

�GBLRTsd � max
G�r��

P��X
p��

ex��p��D�fK��p� p��
�� �D�fK��p� p�G� r� ��p���

���ex�p� ������

where � denotes the vector of all allowable ��p� values� With the range restriction

on successive ��p� values applied� � is a member of a much smaller set of possible

vectors�

����� Parameter Quantization

The algorithm used to accomplish the maximization of ������ is a major part of the

detection process� There are a number of available algorithms from the literature

that could be applied to the continuous maximization problem� but most deal poorly

with problems which exhibit many local maxima� Experience has shown that like�

�
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lihood maximization problems can involve extremely complex surfaces� often with

large numbers of local maxima� However� the continuous optimization methods ac�

tually o	er more precision than is required for this problem� In addition� constraints

such as the range restriction on ��p � �� can slow a continuous optimization down

rather than speed it up� To avoid some of these problems� this work has been focused

on discretizing the problem by quantizing the AR parameter values� The quantized

values can be represented as fG�� � � � � GTg� fr�� � � � � rUg� f��� � � � � �V g where T�U � and
V are the number of values to be used for each parameter� respectively� The triple

of index values �t� u� v� completely speci�es an AR model� and since v is allowed to

vary with the block index� �t� u� v�p�� refers to the AR model for block p�

If only certain values of the AR parameters are evaluated� a search over many

possible values becomes more tractable� In addition� the spacing between allowed pa�

rameter values can be chosen in such a way as to avoid redundancy without signi�cant

loss in performance� The details of the analysis required to make these choices are

given later� Another advantage of quantizing the parameter values is that the search

for the best parameters can be organized as a tree search� Each level of the tree is

a time segment of the observation� and each branch represents one possible combi�

nation of parameters for that time segment� Searching a tree structure to maximize

likelihood is very similar to the decoding problem for convolutional codes� There is a

large body of literature for the decoding problem which includes such e
cient meth�

ods as the Viterbi algorithm and the stack algorithm� which is an approximation to

the Viterbi algorithm� The HMM method of ��� takes advantage of this similarity to

apply the Viterbi algorithm to estimation and detection� but only for nonstationary

sinusoids�

����� Maximum Likelihood� the Stack Algorithm

The stack algorithm is an iterative procedure which has been applied to the problem

of decoding bitstreams for error correction purposes ����� In coding problems� the

��
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goal is to choose the best symbol for each successive received word� In the GBLRTsd�

the stack algorithm can be used to choose the best set of model parameters to apply

to each time segment of received data� Both problems require maximization of the

likelihood function and use a restricted set of choices at each block based on the

previous choices�

The stack algorithm as implemented in this thesis begins with a list of starting

values for the �rst block� The list contains a number of possible AR parameter values

each speci�ed as a triple of quantized parameter indices� �t� u� v����� representing the

quantized model parameters �Gt� ru� �v����� as discussed in the previous section� To

obtain reasonable performance� the initial list need not include all possible starting

values of each parameter� only a representative sampling� Each parameter triple is

evaluated with respect to the received signal block x��� in terms of the approximate

likelihood�

The approximate likelihood is equivalent to a single term in the summation of

������� This term becomes part of a cumulative score assigned to each parameter set

in the list� The list of parameters is then ordered according to the scores forming the

�stack� which gives the algorithm its name� The stack is limited to a length of ���

parameter sets� or paths� and is iteratively updated by extending the topmost �by

score� path to the next time block as illustrated in Figure ���� After the stack has

been initialized for time segment �� the topmost path can be extended to time segment

�� The new longer paths are represented by the parameter set �t� u� v���� v�����

Since the frequency is slowly varying� v��� must fall within a certain range

of v���� which is the range restriction discussed earlier� For this implementation�

the range restriction chosen is that only the two nearest frequency values or the

same frequency value will be allowed for successive blocks� Therefore v��� must be a

member of fv��� � �� v���� v���� �g� and � � v��� � V � where V is the total number

of quantized frequency values�

Each time a path is extended� three new paths are created� and the old topmost

��
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Illustration of Iterative Stack Update

(t,u,v(0),v(1),...)

(2,3,1,2,3)

(4,1,3,3)

(1,7,5,4,4,5,6)

(2,3,1,2,2)

score

27.2

26.9

25.5

20.1

3.2(3,3,5,5,5,5,5,5)

(2,3,1,2,2,3)

(2,3,1,2,2,2)

(2,3,1,2,2,1)

new paths are
scored and inserted
into stack before
the next iteration

stack

Figure ���� The stack update procedure is performed repeatedly until the top path reaches
the end of the observation�
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path is deleted� This process extends the stack by two� and if necessary� the two

lowest paths are discarded� After the topmost path is extended� the three new paths

are placed in the stack according to their score� and the process is repeated until

the topmost path is extended to the last block� The score of each path is based on

the sum of the terms represented in ������ minus a length penalty so that paths of

unequal length can be compared� The length penalty is computed as the number of

blocks in the path multiplied by an adjustable penalty value�

Two parameters of this algorithm have a strong e	ect on its performance and

computational e
ciency� the stack length limit and the penalty value� The stack

length limit dictates the storage requirements of the algorithm and determines how

far backward �to lower scoring paths� the algorithm can go when poor results are

found� The stack length limit has been chosen somewhat arbitrarily� based on expe�

rience and computational resources� The penalty value has an even stronger e	ect on

performance� since it determines how far a path can be extended before shorter paths

must be considered� The penalty value for this implementation is determined using

an average of a random sample of single block scores for the observation� Therefore�

a perfectly average path will continue to be extended� but whenever the score drops

below average� shorter paths should exist with higher scores�

The stack algorithm provides an e	ective method for searching for the set of pa�

rameters which will maximize �GBLRTsd� It has a number of appealing characteristics

including adjustable storage and computational requirements� By adjusting the stack

length limit and the penalty value� the method can make best use of the computa�

tional resources available� When the signal to noise ratio �SNR� of the received data

is high� the stack method is likely to �nish quickly� requiring less time� For low SNR

cases� the stack method will tend to require more time to �nish� since more paths

will have to be evaluated� Although the stack method does not give optimal results�

it does an e	ective job of rejecting paths which are unlikely to give good results� and

generally produces a result near the maximum�
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����� Maximum Likelihood� the Viterbi Algorithm

Unlike the stack algorithm discussed above� the Viterbi algorithm guarantees an ex�

act maximum likelihood solution to the tree search� In fact� the stack algorithm

is just an approximation to the Viterbi algorithm� They may both be applied to

similar problems� but they have di	erent computational characteristics and di	erent

performance�

The Viterbi algorithm computes the likelihood of a particular parameter se�

quence based on two likelihoods� the likelihood of the observed data x�p� being gen�

erated by the given parameters� and by the likelihood of the transition from �v�p��� to

�v�p�� This structure makes the frequency estimation procedure equivalent to a HMM

state sequence search� since the likelihood of transition to a state depends only on

the previous state� Since the likelihood of a particular block of data being produced

by a given set of model parameters can be calculated easily� only the frequency to

frequency transition values need to be de�ned�

Since nothing has been assumed about the nonstationary frequency except that

it is slowly varying� it is impossible to de�ne an optimal set of state transition like�

lihoods� However� a reasonable set of likelihoods can be assumed with good results�

First of all� the likelihood of starting at any particular frequency is assumed to be

equal to any other frequency� since the initial frequency is entirely unknown� Next�

a set of frequency transition likelihoods is de�ned according to the distance of the

frequency in block p � � from the frequency in block p� Since the index v repre�

sents the allowed frequency values� the transition likelihood Lt is just a function of

d � jv�p� � v�p � ��j� Once the function Lt�d� is de�ned� implementation of the

Viterbi algorithm is straightforward�

The goal is to �nd a sequence of model parameters which maximize the function

LV �
P��Y
p��

L�x�p��Gt� ru� �v�p��Lt�jv�p�� v�p� ��j� �����
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which can be written in terms of log likelihood as

lV �
P��X
p��

l�x�p��Gt� ru� �v�p�� � lt�d� ������

where lt�d� � lnLt�d�� The maximization is based on the principle that the path

with the largest likelihood leading to a particular state must be extended if the �nal

path passes through that state� This principle is applied successively as p increases

to P � � so that at the end of the process� the maximum likelihood value leading to
each state is known� The procedure can be most easily explained using MATLAB

pseudocode to represent the steps which must be carried out�

Suppose that the values of G and r are �xed� and the maximum of lV must be

calculated for all possible sets of v�p� with � � p � P � �� Let the matrix S�p�v�

be de�ned to contain intermediate scores associated with the corresponding p and v�

Let l V�v� p� � l�x�p��G� r� �v� and assume S���v� has been initialized as S���v� �

l V���v�� Finally� let l t�d� � lt�d� The Viterbi algorithm can be written as

for p � ���P	��

for v � ���V	��

S�v�p� � 	Inf

for q � ���V	��

S�v�p� � max�S�v�p��l V�v�p� 
 l t�abs�v	q���

� This loop compares the initial 	Inf with every

� possible replacement and keeps the maximum value

end � for q

end � for v

end � for p �

This procedure simply keeps a running total of the likelihood of the maximal

path which could have led to a particular frequency in each time block� At the end
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of the observation� the frequency associated with the maximum likelihood path is

the frequency at which the path ended� This procedure does not determine the path

which generated the maximum likelihood score since only the score itself is needed

for detection� but path information can be obtained by working backward through

the score matrix S�v�p� if it is needed� It is clear that the inner loop is executed

O�V �P � times� The factor of V � is one of the signi�cant disadvantages of the Viterbi

method� since it tends to limit the frequency resolution that can be applied due

to computational expense� This is an important problem since� unlike the stack

algorithm� the Viterbi algorithm must be recomputed for every allowed combination

of Gt and ru� in order to maximize over these parameters as well� The factor of V � is

introduced because every possible state transition must be considered and the value

of lt�d� determined�

Streit and Barrett used a Gaussian lV �d� to track nonstationary sinusoids ����

Since this function is chosen arbitrarily� it is more practical to apply a distance re�

striction like the one applied above in the stack algorithm� In this case� the transition

likelihood function can be simply de�ned as

Lt�d� �

���
�
� d � �
� otherwise

� ������

Of course� larger uniform likelihood regions could be de�ned and applied� but the

d � � restriction guarantees continuity and also minimizes the computational cost of
applying the Viterbi algorithm� For this application� it reduces the number of inner

loop executions required to V P � since only  transitions need to be evaluated for

each frequency�

Just as the d � � restriction made the stack algorithm practical to compute� it
also increases the e
ciency of the Viterbi algorithm� so that it is possible to compute

the exact maximum likelihood value without an overwhelming computational cost�
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����� Relative Importance of G� r and �

An in depth study� discussed in Chapter  and ����� of the sensitivity of �LRT to the

parameters G� r and � has shown that detection performance is much less dependent

on G and r than on �� Since G and r are �xed for a given frequency path in the algo�

rithm described above� a number of studies have been performed assuming known G

and r� This assumption allows for reduced complexity in the design of the simulation

experiments and substantial savings in time to complete the studies while testing the

most complex part of the detection algorithm� the nonstationary frequency estimator�

Studies in the �nal part of this thesis include all unknown parameters� but only after

the usefulness of the known G and r assumption has been exhausted�

��� Analytical Evaluation

Simulations can be used to observe the performance of the algorithm for speci�c

cases� but are rarely generalizable� To gain a more general insight into the behavior

of the algorithm� it is desirable to consider some analytical results� As stated earlier�

the detector statistic is a random variable generated by the quadratic form of a

Gaussian random vector� The exact solution for the distribution does not have a

closed form although it may be computed numerically� Another way to gain insight is

to approximate the distribution and avoid the computation of the exact distribution

function�

����� Numerical Characteristic Function Inversion

It is not perfectly straightforward to �nd the distribution function by performing

numerical inversion of the characteristic function of a quadratic form of a complex

GRV� First� let�s consider the case of the real GRV� and then the extend the procedure

to deal with the complex case� The quadratic random variable has the form

Z � r�Ar where E�rr�� � V ������
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where r is a zero mean GRV� Then the characteristic function of Z is given by

	z�w� �
�

jI� �jwAVj��� � ������

Since all the matrices of interest for this discussion are covariance matrices or their

inverses� they are known to have real eigenvalues� and the following simpli�cation is

possible ����

	z�w� �
�

NY
n��

�� � �jw
n����
������

where the 
n are the N eigenvalues of AV� To �nd the PDF� compute the inverse

integral

pz�x� �
�

��

Z �

��
	z�w�e

�jwx dw ������

where pz�x� is the PDF of Z� The cumulative density function �CDF� can also be

obtained from the characteristic function�

Now consider the case of the CGRV with only one element� The unit variance

CGRV� c� can be written in terms of two independent unit variance real GRVs as

follows�

c �
�rr � jri�p

�
� ������

This has an important implication for quadratic forms� there are twice as many

degrees of freedom involved when the underlying GRV is complex as when it is real�

In the case of the simplest quadratic form� the central ��n� a random variable Z

with the ��� distribution can be formed by taking Zr � r�r �recall that the � indicates

the Hermitian transpose� or the complex conjugate in this scalar case�� If� however�

Zc � c�c� the resulting distribution is ������ Therefore� if the original GRV is complex�

the characteristic function described in ������ must be modi�ed to take the underlying

CGRVs into account� This is easily accomplished by letting

b
�n�� � b
�n � 
n�� ������

where n � � to N and the b denotes the complex underlying GRV written in terms
of real GRVs� This procedure doubles the degrees of freedom and accomplishes the

�	
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scaling simultaneously� Now ������ can be rewritten for the CGRV as

b	z�w� � �
�NY
n��

�� � �jwb
n����
�

�
NY
n��

�� � jw
n�

������

where the right hand side is the characteristic function written in terms of CGRVs�

It is important to consider the writing of a complex GRV in terms of real random

vectors because the literature on numerical inversion deals almost exclusively with

real GRVs� Therefore the transformation given in ������ is assumed to have been

performed before using any of the following equations� and the �N and b notation
are dropped�

If the numerical integration of ������� or equivalently ������� were simply a matter

of using an available numerical routine� there would be no need for further discussion�

Unfortunately� the typical characteristic function is not well�behaved� Since the imag�

inary part cancels out and the real part is even� only the real part of ������ needs to

be evaluated from � to 	� However� the real part of ������ often has discontinuities
which make it impossible for a numerical integration routine to converge� This unde�

sirable property also holds for the numerical integration of the characteristic function

to obtain the CDF of many quadratic forms�

Fortunately� the problem can be reformulated in terms of a continuous func�

tion which is simpler to integrate� although these alternate forms often retain poor

behaviors such as rapid oscillation� Johnson and Kotz ���� give a formula for numer�

ical inversion of the characteristic function to obtain the CDF due to Feiveson and

Delaney ����� However� the formula given in both contains an error� The corrected

formula for the CDF of Z is

Fz�x� �
�

�

Z �

�

sin�tx���

t
cos

��tx
�
�
�

�

NX
n��

tan�� �
nt

�
NY
n��

�� � �
�nt
������ dt �����

which converges quickly in most cases� To determine a maximum value of t to sub�
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stitute for 	� let

b �
�

�

�BBBBB�
�

�N
NY
n��



���
n

�CCCCCA
��N

������

where b is the upper limit of integration which is guaranteed to cause an error less

than  �����

Typically� a step size must be chosen for the numerical integration� but a simpler

method is to reduce the step size recursively by half until the integration value con�

verges� Interestingly� all the sources agree that low order trapezoidal rule integration

is most e
cient for this problem� requiring fewer steps than higher order methods

such as Simpson�s or quadrature�

Other procedures based on various in�nite series approximations are also avail�

able in the literature ���� ��� ���� Although the literature deals with the general

problem of numerical inversion often� only a few of the sources mentioned are speci��

cally related to the problems associated with the characteristic functions of quadratic

forms� Several make use of in�nite series approximations instead of numerical inte�

gration� Speci�cally� Johnson and Kotz give a FORTRAN program to �nd values

of the CDF and PDF of quadratic forms using Laguerre series ����� This method is

less desirable� both in terms of speed and consistent convergence� compared to the

numerical inversion method described above�

However� the corrected method given in ����� is not the only numerical inversion

based procedure to be found in the literature for this problem� Davies and Imhof

describe a similar procedure that seems to be an alternative ���� ���� but has not

been implemented in this research� Davies� and Imhof�s methods do not appear to

be restricted to positive eigenvalues as is ������� although there was no need to deal

with negative eigenvalues in this analysis� The method given by Rice ���� appears to

converge much more quickly than the methods above� but at the expense of requiring

some initial values that must be tabulated in advance�
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����� Distribution Approximation

There are many possible distribution approximations suggested in the literature ����

��� ��� Many involve expressing the quadratic form as an in�nite sum of simpler dis�

tributions and truncating the sum to form an approximation� This approach usually

requires a large number of the moments of the quadratic distribution to be calculated

and tends to be too complex to lend much insight�

A simpler approach is to approximate the entire quadratic distribution by a

single distribution such as the F � �� ��� or noncentral �� distributions� The parame�

ters of the simple distribution can be chosen to force its �rst few moments to match

those of the quadratic distribution� This type of approximation is well suited to the

purpose of gaining insight into the behavior of the generalized quadratic form dis�

tribution function� The �rst two moments of a real generalized quadratic form r�Ar

when V � E�rr�� are given by � � tr�Q� and �� � � tr�Q�� where Q � AV ���� Note

that unlike the calculation of the exact distribution� calculation of these moments

does not require calculation of the eigenvalues of Q� making the process even more

computationally attractive�

For a quadratic form in a CGRV� the resulting distribution has twice as many

degrees of freedom as for the real case because of the �two�dimensional� nature of

the CGRV� Then the moment formulae given above do not apply� Fortunately� the

complex quadratic form can be written in terms of a real quadratic form� as shown

in ������� Let Qre be the matrix whose eigenvalues are the replacements for those of

Q� noting that Qre is twice the dimension of Q� The eigenvalues of Q and Qre do

not need to be calculated� Using the property of the trace function�

tr�Q� �
X
i


i ������

it is easy to see that tr�Qre� � tr�Q� and that tr�Q�
re� � tr�Q����� so only trivial

calculations are required to convert between the two �rst moments�

One possible distribution approximation is the �� approximation� This method
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can be applied by considering a random variable distributed as c��f where c is a

constant scale factor and f is the number of degrees of freedom� The values of c and

f are set so that the moments of the resulting distribution are the same as those of

the original distribution� The appropriate values are

c �
tr�Q��

tr�Q�
� f �

� tr�Q���

tr�Q�
������

where Q is for a quadratic form in complex Gaussian random vectors� but c and f

are in terms of the standard real distribution c��f � The eigenvalue conversion has

already been taken into account� This method has the advantage of being simpler to

compute than the methods based on the F or noncentral �� distributions� However�

the � approximation is slightly more appealing since both its PDF and CDF are

readily available in numerical libraries�

The � approximation to the generalized quadratic form distribution has been

investigated and found to be reasonably accurate when the �rst two moments of the

� distribution match those of the quadratic distribution ����� The approximation

was found to improve with increasing observation size� with observation sizes ranging

from � to �� samples ����� The work of this thesis will normally use observation sizes

from � to ��� The � distribution is given by

f�x� �
�

������
x���e�x�� ������

where the appropriate parameters for approximating the generalized quadratic form

are

� �
� tr�Q���

� tr�Q��
� � �

� tr�Q��

tr�Q�
� ������

Again� the Q given above is for the complex Gaussian case� while the � distribution

parameters are in terms of the standard real � function� The PDF can be computed

easily since the � function is well known�

Fortunately� the CDF can be written in terms of the incomplete gamma function

which is also a commonly available special function� The incomplete gamma function
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is given as

��x� �� �
Z x

�

t���e�t

����
dt ������

and the CDF can simply be written as

F �x� � ��x��� ��� �����

The simplicity of computation for the � density makes it an excellent choice for

investigation of the behavior of the detection algorithm�

The � approximation can be applied to the single block detector discussed in

Chapter � The same approximation will work for the detector either in the time

domain or in the spectral domain� It is interesting to note that diagonalizing in the

spectral domain has no e	ect on the value of tr�Q� but does have an e	ect on tr�Q���

It is also possible to use the � approximation to evaluate full observation de�

tectors such as the LRT� BLRT� and BLRTsd� In each case� the detector can easily

be written in terms of a quadratic form� and the eigenvalues need not be calculated�

The most di
cult computation required is simply the squaring of the large Q matrix

involved with the full observation detectors� which must only be performed once for

each SNR scenario� Unfortunately� generating Q itself can be quite strenuous� since

it has the dimension of the observation and in the worst case requires the inversion

of both full observation covariance matrices�

The � approximation can be applied to the BLRT by simply forcing the block

diagonal structure given in ����� onto the A matrix so that A becomes Abd� but not

onto the V matrix� The resulting weight matrix would be

QBLRT � AbdV� �����

This same procedure can be extended to the BLRTsd method by performing

a block diagonal spectral transformation on both Abd and V and then forcing A to

be diagonal� To specify the block diagonal spectral transformation matrix� let WL

be the FFT matrix in the dimension of the block size L� Then the block diagonal
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spectral transformation matrix can be written as

WM �

����������

WL 
 � � � 



 WL � � � 

���

���
� � �

���


 
 � � � WL

	







�
� �����

whereM is the dimension ofWM and of the observation� The resulting weight matrix

is equivalent to the result obtained when performing the BLRTsd detector�

QBLRTsd � D�WMAbdW
�
M��WMVW

�
M � ����

where the D�� operator once again represents forced diagonalization�
If the � approximation is to be useful in the analysis of the GBLRT� it must be

applied to the detection algorithm where some or all of the parameters are unknown�

When there are unknown parameters� a maximization technique must be applied to

maximize the likelihood of the estimated parameter value� Maximization of a group

of random variables makes the resulting distribution di
cult to �nd� However� if

the random variables are independent and identically distributed �IID�� the method

of order statistics can be applied ����� Suppose there is an IID group of n random

variables Zi and yn � maxZi� If the distribution of Zi is given by fz�x�� and the

CDF is given by Fz�x�� then the PDF of the yn is given by

gn�yn� � n�F �yn��
n��f�yn�� �����

This result can be applied to the � approximation since both the CDF and PDF

of the � distribution are readily available� For performance evaluations� the CDF

of yn can be obtained by numerical integration� Since each Zi represents a set of

values of the unknown parameter set� the independence of these variables is dependent

on the spacing between the values considered �parameter quantization�� Even if

independence is not an issue� the question of identical distributions is a signi�cant

problem� Although order statistics are a convenient method for dealing with the
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maximization process in the detector� the assumption that all of the RV�s under

consideration are IID is a poor one which is not true for a number of cases� It will

be shown later that an argument can be made for use of the IID assumption and

order statistics when only the frequency is unknown and H� is true� Although this

restriction will not allow a complete analysis of the detection algorithm� it is enough

to allow for the computation of threshold values for a given probability of false alarm�

����� Veri	cation of Distribution Approximation

The results obtained from the � approximation are compared with the simulated

results for the LRT� BLRT� and BLRTsd detectors using the Receiver Operating

Characteristic �ROC� plot �gures below� Figure ��� is an example ROC plot of the

� approximation of the LRT� The �gure simply shows the probability of detection

for a given probability of false alarm� Each line corresponds to a single SNR value�

ROC plots are particularly useful for characterizing detectors with variable false alarm

rates� The format of Figure ��� is based on a �normal probability paper� plot� so

that all the probabilities are plotted with distances transformed by the inverse of a

normal RV�s CDF� giving an e	ect similar to a bi�directional log plot� This �normal

probability paper� transformation makes the ROC curves into nearly straight lines�

and displays detail in the regions near zero and one which would be invisible in a

linear ROC plot�

As the SNR increases� the ROC curve moves toward the upper left hand corner�

this property will hold for all the ROC curves shown below� so that the curves need

not be individually labeled� The dashed line in Figure ��� represents the performance

of a detector which gains no information from the signal� i�e� the distribution under

both hypotheses is the same� In this case� the probability of false alarm and the

probability of detection are the same� which is the worst case performance for a

detector� The curves never fall in the lower right region of the plot� since a detector

whose performance was in this region could be improved by reversing its guesses�
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bringing the curve into the upper left region�

To verify the accuracy of the � approximation� Figure �� shows an ROC plot

for the LRT detector� The solid lines are obtained from the � approximation� and the

dashed lines are from simulations� The simulations were performed with ��� iterations

per hypothesis at each SNR plotted� The �gure clearly shows that the approximations

are giving results similar to the simulated data� The ends of each simulated line are

often less accurate than the middle of the line because the data points tend to cluster

near the mean of the distribution� This e	ect also explains why the simulated lines

end near the ���� or ���� tic marks on the plot� Since there are only ��� iterations�

the simulated probability estimates never range past ����� and ������ and have a very

high variance when they approach these regions� Figures ��� and ��� demonstrate the

accuracy of the � approximation for the BLRT and BLRTsd detectors� Since the

simulated values on the ROC plots are di
cult to generate accurately near zero and

one� it is helpful to consider an alternative to Monte Carlo sampling which reduces

the variance for estimates of small probabilities�

��
 Importance Sampling

When an analytical approach to determining detector performance is not possible�

simulations are often the only alternative� Simple Monte Carlo simulation is very

e	ective for determining the transition region of the detector� and it is very accurate

and inexpensive when the detection or false alarm event probability is near �
� � How�

ever� when the event probability is near zero or one� the variance of the estimate from

Monte Carlo simulation increases dramatically� Without loss of generality� consider

the case when the event probability is near zero� To achieve �� con�dence in the

interval �� bPe��� � bPe���� Monte Carlo simulation normally requires ��
Pe
trials where Pe

is the actual event probability ����� Clearly� as Pe becomes small� the required number

of trials becomes prohibitive� Importance sampling� somewhat of a hybrid between
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brute force simulation and analytical methods� can be used to reduce the variance of

the estimate of Pe� so that many fewer trials are required�

Importance sampling requires that the PDF of the input data to the detector

be biased in a way that the event is more likely� and then the events are assigned a

weight according to the bias of the PDF� The Monte Carlo estimation formula for N

trials is bPe � �

N

NX
i��

IZe�ri� �����

where

IZe�r� �

���
� � r 
 Ze

� � r 
 Zc
e

�����

so that ����� simply counts the number of events that occur with r 
 Ze� The

importance sampling estimation formula is

P �
e �

�

N

NX
i��

W �r�i �IZe�r
�
i � �����

where W �r�i � is the weighting function with the form of a likelihood ratio

W �r�i � �

�
��	�M��jKj���

exp
�
��

�r
�
i
TK��r�i

�
�

��	�M��jK�j���
exp

�
��

�r
�
i
TK��

� r�i
� �����

and the r�i �s are generated with covariance K� instead of with K�

The main di
culty in the use of importance sampling is the choice of K�� For

one dimensional cases� the choice is rather simple� but for multidimensional problems

it can be more di
cult� Orsak ���� has suggested a simple biasing density choice for

detector simulations� known as the �swap� method� which dictates that rather than

usingK� for false alarm simulations�K� � K�� A choice ofK� which is asymptotically

optimal as the false alarm probability decreases has been derived more recently �����

The new asymptotic method is a substantial improvement over the swap method for

small Pe� but the asymptotic approximation breaks down for Pe near ��� so that the

new method is not applicable in that region� Fortunately� this region can be evaluated

accurately using the Monte Carlo method�
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The importance sampling approach is useful for cases where a threshold for a

very small probability of false alarmmust be calculated� since the Monte Carlo method

requires very large numbers of trials but importance sampling does not� One measure

of the bene�t of importance sampling is the importance sampling gain de�ned as the

ratio of the number of trials required by Monte Carlo simulation to the number of

trials required to obtain the same variance with importance sampling� This is de�ned

for a �xed variance as !� � NIS�NMC �

Orsak has suggested that importance sampling gain can be estimated from the

relationship ����

!� �
P �
e ��� P �

e �

W
� � P ��

e

�����

where P �
e is estimated as in ����� and W

�
is estimated by

W
�
�
�

N

NX
i��

W ��r�i �IZe�r
�
i �� ������

Importance sampling has been shown to produce excellent results in application

to the quadratic detector for random signals� The estimated importance sampling

gain for false alarm probability estimation for an optimum quadratic detector �the

LRT� is shown in Figure ��� for three possible biasing densities of the input sig�

nal� The covariance of the real input signal is a Toeplitz matrix whose �rst row is

�� ��� ������ ������� with white noise added at varying power to generate di	erent false

alarm probabilities� The dashed curve in Figure ��� is the swap method given by Or�

sak ����� the dot�dashed curve is an approximate asymptotic biasing density given by

Padgett and Williams ����� and the solid curve is a more accurate approximation of

the asymptotic density also given in �����

Importance sampling is primarily required when accurate estimates of small

probabilities are needed� The majority of the work in this thesis� however� only

requires a knowledge of the transition region of the detector� i�e� what SNR is required

for the detector to give reasonable performance for the purpose of comparing various

algorithms� Also� the large observation sizes make the covariance matrices implicit in
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asymptotic method�
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����� very laborious to compute� Consequently� importance sampling was useful for

certain small observation test cases� but not for the large observation size studies in

this investigation�
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CHAPTER �

E�ects of Approximations on Detection

A number of approximations have been implemented as part of the GBLRTsd de�

tector� Each individual approximation can be analyzed separately or as part of the

entire detection algorithm� When the approximations are dealt with separately� it is

simpler to isolate the conditions under which they perform most accurately and most

poorly� This information can then be applied to the entire algorithm to gain insight

into its behavior� This chapter will focus on analyzing the approximations separately

and determining under what conditions they tend to perform best and worst�

��� Single Block Analysis

Because the GBLRTsd detector simply adds likelihood values calculated from single

blocks� it is possible to evaluate the e	ects of several approximations in the simpler

single block calculation with good con�dence that the full observation detector will

be similarly a	ected� The spectral diagonalization approximation� the quantization

of parameters� and the �rst order model assumption can all be evaluated on the single

block level� The single block likelihood value is of the form x��p�Ax�p��

Since the single block calculation is simply a quadratic form of a CGRV� it

is simple to write the characteristic function of the resulting random variable as in

������� Unfortunately� it is much more di
cult to �nd the distribution� since it is not

one of the well known forms� but a general quadratic form� The CDF can only be

obtained by numerical characteristic function inversion� There is signi�cant literature

on this procedure ���� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� By using numerical

characteristic function inversion as discussed in Section ������ it is possible to analyze
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the e	ect of the above mentioned approximations without simulations� The numerical

analysis has the advantage of avoiding concerns about con�dence intervals� and is less

computationally expensive than simulation�

����� Spectral Diagonalization Approximation

When the observation and the associated covariance matrix are converted into the

spectral domain as described in Section ��� the resulting spectral covariance matrixfKi tends to be diagonalized� This diagonalization can be seen by a simple derivation

based on the formula for each element of fKi ���� The �k� l�th element of fKi is given

by

fKi�k�l� �
N��X
m��

e�j
��km
N

N���mX
n��m

R�n�e	j
��l�n�m�

N ����

where R�n� for the AR��� signal is given by ������ By reversing the summations and

combining the exponentials� this can be written as

fKi�k�l� �
N��X
n��

R�n��e	j
��kn
N � e�j

��ln
N �

sin���N � n��k � l��N �

sin���k � l��N �
� ����

When k � l� the result can be further simpli�ed to

fKi�k�k� �
N��X

n���N���

�N � jnj�R�n�e	j ��nkN ���

which applies only to the diagonal elements of the spectral covariance�

Therefore� ���� shows that the transformation is equivalent to applying a time�

domain window to the autocorrelation before evaluating the FFT of one or two fre�

quencies to create the �k� l� element of fKi� The applied window is the Barlett window

when k � l and is much smaller for o	�diagonal elements� Thus the spectral covari�

ance matrix is guaranteed to be nearly diagonal ����

Figure �� shows the behavior of the spectral transformation in the time domain�

The real part of an AR��� autocorrelation function is shown in Figure ���a� and three

of the windows are shown in Figure ���b�� The solid line in �b� is the Bartlett window

which is applied when a diagonal element of fKi is computed� In this case ��� can be
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Illustration of Spectral Diagonalization �Time�Domain�
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Figure ���� Part �a� is the real part of the autocorrelation function of an AR��� process
with pole ���ej	��� Part �b� is a comparison of the time domain windows for a �� sample
observation� Part �c� shows the resulting windowed autocorrelation values�
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Illustration of Spectral Diagonalization �Frequency�Domain�
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Figure ���� Parts �a� and �b� show the log magnitude of the spectral covariance matrix�
Part �c� shows the slight di�erence between the scaled diagonal of the spectral covariance
and the actual PSD�
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interpreted as the evaluation of the FFT of the windowed R�n� at frequency ���k�N
radians� When k �� l� ���� can be interpreted similarly as the sum of the FFT values

of the windowed R�n� at two frequencies� Figure ���c� shows the real parts of the

resulting windowed R�n� functions for the same cases� Note that the value of the

windowed function is always zero at zero lag for o	�diagonal values� This result is

due to the sinusoidal nature of the o	�diagonal window� and is very important since

the peak of the autocorrelation always occurs at zero lag�

Figure �� shows the behavior of the spectral transformation in the spectral

domain� The sharp line of spikes in Figure ���a� is the diagonal of the spectral

covariance matrix� which clearly stands out from the o	�diagonal elements� The two

ridges which correspond to the peak are caused by the interaction of the exponentials�

the window frequency� and the frequency of R�n�� Their position can be clearly seen in

�b�� The centers of the ridges are not peaks but troughs� apparently due to destructive

interference� Part �c� of the �gure shows that the diagonal of the spectral covarinace

�scaled down by ��� is essentially the same as the PSD of the signal� The di	erences

are due to the use of the FFT instead of the discrete�time Fourier transform�

The spectral diagonalization approximation improves as the number of samples

increases since the FFT becomes an orthogonal transformation when its length goes

to in�nity� Therefore� if an in�nite number of samples were available� the FFT would

diagonalize every covariance matrix and would be equivalent ��� to the Karhunen�

Loeve �K�L� decomposition� Although the FFT is only an approximation to the K�L

transformation for �nite matrices� it happens to be a reasonably good one for many

types of signals� A more thorough discussion of this property for the continuous�time

Fourier transform is given by Van Trees ����

Rather than interpret the distribution function of the quadratic form of the single

block likelihood� it is simpler to treat the statistic as part of a single block detector�

so the e	ect on detector performance can be evaluated directly� Therefore in the

studies to follow� the likelihood distributions under both H� and H� were found and
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the detector performance was plotted for a constant false alarm rate �CFAR� detector

as probability of detection versus SNR�

The �gures in Section �� were calculated for CFAR detection by determining

the detector threshold values required to �x the false alarm rate at each value of the

SNR� Although this approach produces a simple plot� it does not re"ect the fact that

the quadratic detector is not inherently CFAR� Since these plots relate only to the

single block analysis� it was practical to compute thresholds to �x the false alarm rate

and simplify the plots� However� outside this section the detector�s performance will

be displayed in terms of the ROC curve� which requires less computation and re"ects

the variable false alarm rate inherent in the detectors�

The purpose of the �rst study is to measure the loss in performance of the sin�

gle block detector using the spectrally diagonal approximation as compared to the

optimal LRT detector� The single block detector using the spectral diagonalization

approximation will be referred to as the spectrally diagonalized detector or just the di�

agonalized detector� The FFT does not remove any information� so using the spectral

form of the detector �without diagonalization� is still optimal� By forcing diagonal�

ization on the spectral covariance matrix� the diagonal values are being used as if

they are the eigenvalues obtained by K�L transformation� The loss of performance

is directly related to the di	erence between the eigenvalues and the diagonal values

of the spectral covariance matrix� Although it is possible to write exact expressions

for the di	erence between the eigenvalues and the diagonal values� there is no useful

expression for the CDF of a general quadratic form random variable� Therefore� it is

impossible to write a direct formula for the loss in detection performance�

Numerical results will be shown for a wide range of signal parameters that

demonstrate only a small loss of performance due to the diagonal approximation� e�g�

Figure �� The performance of the detectors can be evaluated by using numerical

inversion of the characteristic function under H� to �nd a threshold for the desired

probability of false alarm� and then using inversion under H� to �nd the probability

�	
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of detection� In this way performance of the diagonalized detector can be compared

accurately with the optimum detector�

While the FFT is a well known and highly e
cient algorithm� its performance

for some purposes can be improved by using a time�domain window to smooth the

spectral version of the signal ���� The FFT has the property

Ffh�m�x�m�g � �

M
H�k� �X�k� ����

where H�k� � Ffh�m�g is the FFT of h�m�� M is the number of samples� and � is
the circular convolution operator� Various popular windows such as the Hamming or

Kaiser windows can be be substituted for h�m� to smooth the spectrum of the signal�

X�k�� This knowledge combined with the frequency domain window interpretation

of the diagonalizing e	ect might lead one to believe that the diagonalizing property

could be improved by including a time�domain window in the FFT transformation�

Adding a window to the spectral transformation of ����� gives

ex�p� �WThx�p� ����

where Th is a diagonal matrix with h�m� as its diagonal� The resulting spectral

covariance is given by fKi�p� p� �WThKi�p� p�T
�
hW

�� ����

Intuition suggests that this structure should improve detection performance� but ex�

perience has shown that this is not the case� Since the distribution of the detector

statistic under both hypotheses can be found from the numerical CDF inversion tech�

nique� the e	ect of a time window on the probability of detection can be evaluated

and compared to the identical case without the window�

The use of a Hamming or Kaiser window for h consistently reduced the diago�

nalized detector performance� even for many di	erent damping coe
cients applied to

the Kaiser window� Since the Kaiser window is considered the optimal trade�o	 for

smoothing and resolution� it seems unlikely that any reasonable window would im�

prove performance� In addition� attempts to �nd a better window through numerical
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optimization have resulted in windows which slightly emphasized the end�points of

the vector and improved the performance only by insigni�cant amounts attributable

to roundo	 error�

It appears that distorting the time�domain version of the vector at best main�

tains the same level of performance� It is clear that the time domain window can�

not improve the detector performance in the absence of the spectral diagonalization

approximation� since the LRT detector is optimal� Although the LRT cannot be im�

proved by a time�domain window� it is somewhat surprising that no window could be

found to improve the performance of the spectrally diagonalized detector�

Evaluations of the diagonalized detector have been performed for variations in

both bandwidth �pole radius� and frequency �pole angle�� For each parameter the

detector was tested with a �xed probability of false alarm of ���� over a range of

signal to noise ratios from ��dB to about �dB so that the probability of detection
ranged roughly from ���� to �� Figures � and �� show how the performance of the

diagonalized detector varies as the signal bandwidth increases�

It is important to note that with increasing signal bandwidth� the performance

of the optimal detector declines and approaches that of the energy detector� This

degradation is because the energy detector is the optimal detector for a white signal

in white noise� and� as the signal bandwidth increases� it becomes more like white

noise� It should also be noted that the energy detector curve is di	erent in Figures �

and ��� This di	erence is due to the fact that for the case of a random� non�white

Gaussian signal� the PDF of the energy detector output is a generalized quadratic

form which is signal dependent� The same method of numerical CDF inversion was

applied to this case as for the other quadratic detectors to analyze the performance�

The diagonal approximation shows a slight decrease in performance from the

optimal when the signal has a distinct spectral peak� The performance loss disappears

as the signal becomes more wideband in nature� Thus as the signal becomes more

wideband� the diagonal approximation approaches the optimal detector which in turn
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Figure ���� Probability of detection for three detectors� the optimal covariance detector�
the diagonalized detector� and the energy detector� All three detectors were analyzed using
the same input signal� The input signal is a complex �rst order AR signal with pole �
������ � ������i� giving a radius of ������� The signal gain was chosen to give the SNR
value speci�ed� and the threshold was set in each case to give a probability of false alarm
of �����
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approaches the energy detector� Both the optimal and the diagonalized detector

closely follow the energy detector performance for extremely wideband signals� such

as those with a radius in the range of ���� Figure �� shows the spectral peak of the

PSD of the signals with pole radii of
p
��� � ������ and ����

This algorithm has also been evaluated for performance at di	erent frequencies�

Intuitively� one would not expect any variation in behavior since the PSD is fully

represented and is only shifted to obtain a new frequency� In fact� the optimal algo�

rithm shows no meaningful change in performance for signals of constant bandwidth

and varied frequency� However� the diagonal approximation has a loss in performance

which is related to the proximity of the signal frequency to the FFT bin frequency�

The spectral covariance matrix is more e	ectively diagonalized when the signal is

not split between two bins� Therefore� the diagonal approximation algorithm has the

greatest performance loss when the signal pole frequency is exactly between two FFT

bins� and least when the signal pole corresponds exactly with an FFT bin frequency�

Figure �� shows the optimum detector performance compared with the diagonal ap�

proximation for an on�bin frequency� the diagonal approximation for a between�bin

frequency� and the energy detector� Since the diagonalized detector shows the largest

loss of performance for narrowband signals� this comparison was performed with a

signal pole radius of ������ to emphasize the di	erence between the optimal and the

approximation�

����� Parameter Quantization

When a parameter is unknown� the search for a MLE of the parameter can be per�

formed more rapidly by using a �nite set� or quantized set� of values of the parameter�

Although this method is faster� the exact MLE will not be one of the quantized values�

so the result is only an approximate MLE� The parameter quantization approxima�

tion makes the implicit assumption that small errors in the parameter values will

have little or no e	ect on the detector�s performance� However� the size of spacing
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Figure ���� Probability of detection for the three detectors� each compared for two similar
signals� One signal pole had the angle ����� radians which is on�bin� or the same as the
fourth of �� FFT bins� The other signal pole had the angle ������ radians which is exactly
between the fourth and �fth bins� Both poles had radius ������� and the probability of false
alarm was set to �����
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between allowed values clearly has a strong e	ect on the degradation associated with

the quantization� Therefore� it is quite important to study the behavior of the detec�

tor in the presence of small errors in the parameter values� Since the actual signal

parameters are known� the study can be performed in terms of parameter mismatch�

which is simply the di	erence between the actual signal parameter value and the value

assumed by the detector�

Knowledge of the sensitivity of the detector to each parameter can be exploited

to reduce search time by choosing the largest parameter step size within the limits

of acceptable performance degradation� All three parameters will be evaluated� fre�

quency mismatch� bandwidth mismatch� and gain mismatch� The energy detector

performance will be even more important in this study as an established minimum�

When the spectrally diagonalized detector�s performance drops below that of the

energy detector�s� it is clear that the inaccurate model information is reducing the

detector performance rather than enhancing it� indicating that the parameter mis�

match is too large�

A special case arises when the detector is particularly insensitive to a parameter�

If the range of reasonable parameter values is smaller than the step size� then that

parameter can be estimated independently from the others� reducing the order of the

search�

In order to carefully examine the behavior of the detectors in the presence of

parameter mismatch� four signals have been chosen which represent the permuta�

tions of large and small bandwidth� and large and small signal power� The signal

frequency is the same for each signal� since the problem is symmetric with respect

to frequency� Note however� that the pole angle of ��������� is between FFT bins

and is a worst case choice that maximizes the di	erence between the optimal and

diagonalized detectors� The small bandwidth pole radius was chosen as ������ while

the large bandwidth radius was ���� These are the same values chosen for analysis

as in Figures �� ��� and ��� The large signal was given an SNR of �dB� while the
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small signal has an SNR of ���dB� These values are near the upper and lower knee
of the detection curve� respectively� for both the large and small bandwidth signals�

Figure �� shows a comparison of the performance of the optimal� diagonal�

and energy detectors in the presence of signal power mismatch for each of the four

signals described above� Each plot gives the probability of detection for the detector

formed assuming the SNR value of the horizontal axis� operating on the signal with

parameters described in the plot title� The vertical dotted line marks the actual signal

SNR in each plot� The energy detector performance is the same for any assumed

power� since no SNR assumption is used and� of course� the signal remains the same

across a given plot� The two plots on the left of the �gure show the performance of

the same tests �based on the same pole and range of assumed SNR� on two signals�

each with a di	erent actual SNR� Likewise� the two plots on the right of the �gure

compare an identical set of tests performed on two signals of di	erent SNR�

It is apparent from Figure �� that� as suggested earlier� the diagonalized detector

su	ers only a slight loss of performance when an incorrect SNR is assumed� Even

when the assumed value di	ers by as much as �� to �dB the probability of detection

only drops by about ��� and never falls as low as the energy detector� In most

cases the diagonalized detector maintains its performance slightly below that of the

optimal detector� In the upper left plot of Figure ��� the diagonalized detector

performance exceeds that of the optimal detector for low values of assumed SNR�

This is an indication of the robustness of the diagonalized detector� since it exhibits

less sensitivity to SNR mismatch than the optimal detector� There is no need to be

concerned that the diagonalized detector outperforms the optimal one for this case�

since the optimal detector is no longer the minimum probability of error solution

when the wrong SNR value is assumed� In order to obtain the best performance

for the worst case �a minimax type of solution�� an SNR near the lower knee of

the detection curve� or in this case about ���dB� should be assumed� This choice
minimizes performance loss for the low SNR case without causing an extreme loss for
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the high SNR case�

The plots in Figure �� are a comparison of performance in the presence of

mismatch of assumed and actual pole angle� As with the previous �gure� the vertical

dotted line marks the actual signal pole angle� and the two plots on the left of the

�gure show the same set of tests performed on two signals of di	erent SNR� The two

plots on the left are generated similarly� except with a pole radius that gives a larger

bandwidth� From the plots in Figure �� observe that once again the diagonalized

detector is quite insensitive to pole angle mismatch� allowing fairly large steps to be

used in a parameter searching procedure� Naturally� larger steps are acceptable for

the larger bandwidth signal� The diagonalized detector is most sensitive to pole angle

mismatch in the low SNR and small bandwidth cases �the lower left plot�� which are

intuitively the most di
cult cases� Once again the diagonalized detector is more

robust than the optimal detector� particularly in the small bandwidth case�

The �nal comparison considers the case of pole radius mismatch� The four plots

in Figure �� show the familiar four signals and the performance of the detectors

based on the assumption of the pole radius value shown on the horizontal axis� Once

again observe that the diagonalized detector is quite robust� since its performance

remains above that of the energy detector throughout the range of pole radii tested�

and generally degrades in performance more slowly than the optimumdetector� There

are two interesting features of the plots in Figure ��� First� the rapid drop in per�

formance is present in each plot for the diagonalized detector when the pole radius

assumed by the test is near �� The optimal detector is una	ected by this problem�

which suggesting that the diagonalization is the culprit� This is in fact the case� as

the spectral covariance matrix becomes less and less diagonal in nature as the pole

radius approaches �� The non�diagonal form of the spectral covariance matrix causes

the eigenvalues of the matrix to di	er drastically from the diagonal elements� thus

invalidating the spectrally diagonal approximation on which the diagonalized detector

is based�
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Diagonalized Detector� SNR Mismatch
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Figure ��	� Performance comparison of three detectors with SNR mismatch on four signals�
Probability of detection versus SNR assumed by the detector� The dashed line represents
the optimal detector� the solid line represents the diagonalized detector� the dot�dashed
line represents the energy detector� and the vertical dotted line marks the true SNR of the
signal�
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Diagonalized Detector� Pole Angle Mismatch
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Figure ��
� Performance comparison of three detectors with pole angle mismatch on four
signals� Probability of detection versus pole angle assumed by the detector� The dashed
line represents the optimal detector� the solid line represents the diagonalized detector� the
dot�dashed line represents the energy detector� and the vertical dotted line marks the true
pole angle of the signal�
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The second interesting feature of these plots is the peak which is present in the

large bandwidth plots just before the drop�o	 occurs near pole radius �� This peak

is also an artifact of the diagonalization� which only occurs for the larger bandwidth

signal� As the pole radius approaches �� the diagonal approximation begins to break

down� and the diagonal elements of the matrix become more equally distributed in�

stead of forming a strong peak as they should� and as the eigenvalues actually do� The

evenly distributed eigenvalues are characteristic of a wideband signal� where the en�

ergy is widely distributed over the spectral bins� and thus the incorrect approximation

nonetheless becomes a good detector for a wideband signal� Since the wideband signal

is actually the one present in the right hand plots� we see the improved performance

in this region of pole radius values�

����� Underestimated Model Order

In order to evaluate the robustness of the diagonalized detection method to model

inaccuracy and colored noise� two scenarios are considered� In both cases� the signal

is a second order AR process� with a pole of multiplicity two in a familiar location

�angle � ���������� and radius � �������� In case �� the noise process is �rst order

AR with a pole angle of ������� and the same radius as the signal� In case �� the

pole angle is changed to ��������� To demonstrate performance in the presence of

modeling errors� the diagonalized detector assuming a �rst order model is used� The

noise in case � has a spectral peak at nearly the same location as the signal� making it

di
cult to distinguish the two� In case �� the noise has a spectral peak much farther

from the signal to demonstrate the e	ects of underestimating the model order more

clearly�

Figure ��� shows the power spectral density of the signal and noise processes for

both cases� The gain� and therefore the variance of each process� is adjusted to obtain

the desired SNR� Figure ��� shows the performance of three detectors in both cases�

The optimal detector shown is optimal for the second order signal and the energy
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Diagonalized Detector� Pole Radius Mismatch
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Figure ���� Performance comparison of three detectors with pole radius mismatch on four
signals� Probability of detection versus pole radius assumed by the detector� The dashed
line represents the optimal detector� the solid line represents the diagonalized detector� the
dot�dashed line represents the energy detector� and the vertical dotted line marks the true
pole radius of the signal�
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detector is again shown for comparison�
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Figure ����� The signal PSD is second order AR with pole radius ������ and angle
���������� The noise PSDs are �rst order with the same radius� The noise PSD for
case � has a pole angle ��������� and case � has pole angle ���������

Figure ��� shows that in case � the signal is di
cult to detect even for the

optimal detector� since the detector does not perform well at all until the SNR is above

���dB� The diagonal detector shows an improvement over the energy detector� in
spite of the underestimated model order and noise which is very similar to the signal�

Figure ��� also shows how well the diagonalized detector performs in case �� Here�

the noise is not similar to the signal� and although the energy detector�s performance

is not improved� both the optimal and the diagonalized detector are much more

e	ective due to their use of spectral information� It should be noted that although

some other detection and estimation techniques are signi�cantly more complicated

to perform when the noise is colored� diagonalized detection incorporates the noise

covariance automatically�
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Diagonalized Detector� Model Order Mismatch
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Figure ����� Comparison of the three detectors for the two cases of noise� In case � the
noise pole is near the signal pole� while in case � the noise pole is far away in frequency�
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��� Block Likelihood Ratio Test �BLRT	

The entire purpose of de�ning the BLRT is to allow the performance loss associated

with treating blocks of the observation independently to be analyzed apart from

the e	ects of the other approximations� As discussed earlier� an exact analytical

approach to measuring the BLRT�s performance is not available� but simulations can

be carried out� and the � distribution approximation can also be applied� Since the �

approximation gives reasonably accurate analytic results it is the preferable method

for this application�

The BLRT detection method is discussed in detail in Section ��� and the detector

statistic calculation is given in ������ Figure ��� shows how the performance of

the BLRT decreases as the block size decreases� Just as the ROC plots shown in

Section ���� show a family of curves for each detector scenario� Figure ��� shows

three SNR values for each block size� The lowest curve for a given block size is always

associated with the lowest SNR value� moving upward from ��� to ���dB� The
reduction of block size clearly degrades the detector�s performance� but even when

the the block size is reduced from �� to �� the performance still does not fall as far

as with a �dB drop in SNR�

��� BLRT with Spectral Diagonalization

The BLRTsd detector is detailed in Section ��� and the detector statistic is given

in ������� Like the BLRT� the BLRTsd is de�ned purely as a tool to examine the

performance loss induced by the block and spectral diagonalization approximations�

Since the accuracy of the spectral diagonalization approximation is at least partly

dependent on block size� more degradation will occur in the BLRTsd than in the

BLRT as block size decreases� Recall that the diagonalization that occurs in the

spectral covariance matrix is an asymptotic e	ect� so when the block size is small�

the approximation tends to break down�
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Figure ����� The � approximation for the BLRT with block sizes of ��� ��� ��� and �� for
SNR values of ������ and ���dB�
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Figure �� shows how the performance of the BLRTsd detector drops with

reduced block size� The SNR values and line markings shown are the same as for

Figure ���� The BLRTsd actually appears to be less sensitive to block size than

the BLRT� This is partially explained by the fact that the BLRTsd starts with

lower performance� For both the BLRT and the BLRTsd� the loss in performance is

signi�cant for a block size of ��
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Figure ����� The � approximation for the BLRTsd with block sizes of ��� ��� ��� and ��
for SNR values of ������ and ���dB�

Figure ��� shows a comparison of all three detectors� the LRT� the BLRT� and

the BLRTsd� There is a loss associated with the approximations� but at the block

size of �� samples shown� the loss is much less than the loss from a �dB decrease

in signal strength� Since computing the BLRTsd for block sizes larger than �� was

barely practical and the BLRTsd shows performance comparable to the LRT for this

block size� it was a good compromise between performance and computational load�

Therefore� it was chosen as a primary size to be carried through all the simulations

which are not concerned speci�cally with block size� At block sizes smaller than �� the

loss would be larger� and might require the elimination of the spectral diagonalization
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Figure ����� The � approximation for the LRT� the BLRT� and the BLRTsd detectors
with SNR values of ������ and ���dB�
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CHAPTER �

Simulation and Evaluation

This study of the new detector�s performance is divided into several sections corre�

sponding to di	erent signal types on which the detector has been tested� Section ���

discusses several detectors which represent upper and lower bounds on the new de�

tector�s performance� Section ��� compares the performance of the GBLRTsd based

on the Viterbi and the stack algorithms to that of a benchmark detector� All the

simulations mentioned in this chapter are for stationary signals with white noise un�

less they are speci�cally described otherwise� Section �� describes the performance

of the GBLRTsd for two types of nonstationary signals with varying rates of change

in frequency� These simulations use white noise� but clearly employ nonstationary

signals� Section ��� evaluates the performance of the detector with di	erent block

sizes� Since reduced block size tends to improve the accuracy of the assumption that

the signal is stationary over a block� nonstationary signals are used� In every sec�

tion previous to Section ��� the signal gain G and pole radius r are assumed known�

However� in Section ���� the detector�s performance is evaluated when these model

parameters are estimated� The pole radius used is exactly between the two values

at which the search compares the likelihood� so that the result is a worst�case test�

The signal is stationary and the noise is white� As an examination of the full ca�

pabilities of the GBLRTsd� this section also includes a simulation of the detector

with all the model parameters unknown� a nonstationary signal� and colored noise of

unknown covariance� Section section�eval�modelinacc examines the detector�s robust�

ness to model inaccuracy by considering a case where the stationary signal is actually

AR���� and another case where the stationary signal is a moving average process�

Both simulations in this section use white noise� Section ��� compares the GBLRTsd
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Detector Performance Bounds

with a recent method from the literature which has been modi�ed to operate on

nonstationary signals�

��� Detector Performance Bounds

Now that the GBLRTsd detector has been de�ned and the approximations it incor�

porates analyzed� it is time to consider measuring its performance� As discussed in

Chapter �� the LRT is the optimal detector for a random signal� However� the LRT

requires that signal parameters be known which are rarely known in practical cases�

For instance� knowledge of the signal�s strength is practically never available� and

often the covariance can only be estimated in a general way� such as by using the

AR��� model suggested earlier�

The energy detector given by

�E � x�x �����

is a very general method which assumes nothing about the signal except that it adds

its energy to the noise energy� Under H�� �E is distributed as ���M�� if the noise is

unit WGN� Under H�� �E is a generalized quadratic form which can be analyzed

using the � approximation� Because the energy detector assumes nothing about the

signal� it makes an excellent minimum standard of performance� In the search for a

signal detector� if a signi�cant improvement cannot be made over the energy detector�

then the simpler solution would be preferable�

The LRT and the energy detector make good upper and lower standards of

comparison for a detection algorithm� However� one may wonder whether the perfor�

mance of a GLRT�based detector would fall closer to the LRT or the energy detector�

To get a sharper idea of the best performance possible for a GLRT�based method�

the Stationary Unknown Frequency �SUF� detector has been de�ned as

�SUF � max
�

P��X
p��

ex��p��D�fK��p� p��
�� �D�fK��p� p�G� r� ���

���ex�p� �����
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which is equivalent to the stationary frequency GBLRTsd statistic given in ������

except that G and r are assumed known� In most of the studies to follow except

where speci�ed otherwise� the GBLRTsd will be performed with known G and r to

reduce computation and simplify descriptions� Also� the majority of the simulations

shown below will be for a stationary signal� which simpli�es calculation of the LRT�

In the studies described below� the SUF detector will have only a single advan�

tage over the GBLRTsd methods� the assumption of stationary frequency� Although

the frequency will be stationary where the SUF detector is involved� the GBLRTsd

detectors will not make that assumption� Neither detector will have any information

about the �xed frequency value� only the gain and pole radius�

The SUF detector cannot be analyzed using the � approximation and must be

simulated� Recall from Section ����� that the use of order statistics requires that

the variables being maximized� here associated with each possible frequency assump�

tion� must be IID� Under H� with WGN� the values of �SUF ��� would be identically

distributed� and if the values of � were su
ciently distant� they would also be in�

dependent� Therefore� it would be possible to use the � approximation with order

statistics to approximate �SUF under H�� However� under H�� the signal would tend

to contribute to some frequencies more than others� invalidating the identical distri�

bution assumption� Therefore� the SUF detector was simulated in the studies shown

below� just as were the GBLRTsd methods� The signal was an AR��� process with

a stationary pole at
p
���ej	��� All the detector studies in this section assume known

G and r� while the LRT assumes all parameters are known� As discussed above�

the SUF detector assumes the signal is stationary� while the energy detector uses no

model information at all�

Figure ��� gives a comparison between the LRT� the SUF� and the energy de�

tectors� The solid lines are the ROC curves for the LRT� given for SNR values of

������ and ���dB� The dashed lines are for the SUF at the same SNR values� The
dotted lines are for the energy detector� also at the same SNR values� By observing
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the lowest line for each detector� it is clear that at ���dB SNR� the detectors are
nearly equal� with a slight advantage for the LRT� However� observing the highest

line for each detector shows that at ���dB� the LRT gives a probability of detection
entirely above ���� for the range of false alarm probability shown� with the SUF detec�

tor slightly below� The energy detector at ���dB� however� performs much below the
other two� with a probability of detection less than ��� for a false alarm probability

of �����

Figure ��� shows that the SUF detector falls clearly between the LRT and the

energy detector� This is important because the SUF di	ers from the ideal GLRT only

in the block and frequency approximations which were shown in Section � to have

minimal e	ect at this block size� Therefore� the SUF represents a performance level

near the upper bound for the GLRT� The GBLRTsd methods can only fall below the

SUF since they assume less information about the frequency path� and in later cases�

about G and r� So the SUF and the energy detectors represent reasonable upper and

lower bounds for the GBLRTsd detector�s performance�

��� GBLRT with Spectral Diagonalization

In Chapter �� two methods for maximizing the likelihood were described� the stack

algorithm and the Viterbi algorithm� The GBLRTsd detector can be implemented

with either method� The two possible detectors will be referred to hereafter as the

�stack detector� and the �Viterbi detector��

The simulations described below are for the case where the signal is stationary

with a pole of
p
���ej	�� and each detector assumes the correct values for G and r� but

not frequency� Figure ��� compares the SUF� the Viterbi� and the stack detectors�

The solid lines are for the SUF at SNR values of ������ and ���dB with ����
trials per hypothesis� The dashed lines are for the Viterbi detector also with ����

trials per hypothesis� and the dotted lines are for the stack detector with ��� trials
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Figure ���� The ROC for three detectors� The likelihood ratio test� the stationary unknown
frequency detector� and the energy detector� The LRT is shown at SNR values of ������
and ���dB� The SUF is shown at the same SNR values with ���� iterations per hypothesis�
The energy detector is shown at the same SNR values�
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per hypothesis� all at the same SNR values� More trials were required for the SUF

and Viterbi methods because their performance curves reside at probabilities closer

to one which are harder to estimate with low variance �see Section ��� on importance

sampling�� It is possible to see that the detectors are all unable to distinguish between

the hypotheses at ���dB� However� at ���dB it is clear that the SUF and Viterbi
detectors perform quite well� while the stack detector�s performance is equivalent

to the SUF at ��dB� Therefore� the performance of the stack detector ���dB is
approximately �dB poorer than the SUF method� while the Viterbi method nearly

matches the SUF�

Figure ��� indicates that the Viterbi method for maximizing the likelihood is

signi�cantly superior to the stack method for this implementation of the stack al�

gorithm� The stack algorithm in this case had a stack of ��� paths and a penalty

value such that a path would have to have an average score �� greater than the

average path score of the same length in order to be extended� Recall that when the

penalty is larger� more paths of each length tend to be examined before longer paths

are accepted� since longer paths are penalized more� Although computational speed

dictated the choice of these parameters� simulations have also been run with a stack

size of ���� paths and a penalty value requiring a path to be �� above average

to be extended� with no substantial gain in performance� Additionally� the Viterbi

method was considerably faster to compute for the block size of �� used for this study�

One reason for the speed of the Viterbi method was that the single block likelihood

values for each frequency were computed only once and the search took advantage of

the single frequency transition restriction� Rather than requiring O�V �P � computa�

tions� the implementation based on the transition restriction required only O�V P �

computations� a factor of 
�
�
improvement�

Although the stack algorithm implementation was not e
ciently designed to

compute all the scores once at the beginning� only its speed and not its detection

performance was a	ected� Clearly its detection performance was inferior to that of
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Figure ���� The ROC for three detectors� The SUF� the Viterbi detector� and the stack
detector� The SUF and Viterbi detectors are shown at SNR values of ������ and ���dB
with ���� trials per hypothesis� The stack detector is shown at the same SNR values and
��� trials�
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the Viterbi algorithm� Early intuition in this investigation suggested that the stack

algorithm would give results nearly as good as the Viterbi method �which is optimal

for likelihood maximization� but would require less computational e	ort� Both of

these ideas have been refuted� One fact which contributed to this surprise is that

the transition restriction designed to improve the computational speed of the stack

algorithm was at least as e	ective in reducing the complexity of the Viterbi algorithm�

Therefore� it is prudent to take advantage of the Viterbi algorithm�s optimality and

its computational e
ciency� The stack detector will be included in some of the

�gures below for completeness� but the focus of investigation will center on the Viterbi

detector�

��� Slowly Varying Frequency Assumption

One of the original characteristics assumed in Chapter � for the nonstationary fre�

quency signal was that the signal frequency must be slowly varying� This statement

is intentionally open to interpretation� since the rate of frequency change allowable

depends on the detector�s ability to tolerate it� The studies in this section are in�

tended to answer the question� �How is the detector�s performance e	ected by the

rate of signal frequency change#�

Two types of nonstationary signals are considered� the frequency ramp signal

and the frequency step signal� First this section deals with frequency ramp signals�

then the frequency step signals are considered� Each signal used in this section had a

pole radius of r �
p
��� with the detectors assuming known r and G� The frequency

ramp signal is a nonstationary AR��� signal whose pole has a constant radius� but a

frequency which varies linearly over the length of the signal� In each case� the signal

frequency passes through � halfway through the observation� while the signal begins

at a frequency half its total frequency span below � and ends at an equal frequency

above �� For example� if the signal spans a frequency range of �� it would begin at
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��� and move linearly to ��� at the end of the observation�

The GBLRTsd method does not require that the signal frequency be linear or

any other particular shape� only that it vary slowly� The frequency rate of change

can be speci�ed in radians per sample� The example above has a rate of change or

frequency slope of ��M � whereM � the number of observation samples� is ���� in every

case in this chapter� Figure �� shows the spectrogram of a frequency ramp signal

with frequency slope of ������� The spectrogram is an unwindowed method using ��

point FFT�s and no overlap� identical to the input to the GBLRTsd detectors�
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Figure ���� An example spectrogram of a frequency ramp signal with a frequency slope of
������� or a span of ��

Since the signal is assumed to be present for the entire observation� the frequency

slope signal cannot be used to consider slopes larger than ���M � since the signal

would cross the �� to � boundary and either be outside the sampled bandwidth or be

discontinuous in frequency� depending on the interpretation� In either case� the signal

would the violate basic assumptions of the problem statement and this situation is

therefore avoided� In order to consider the case where the slope is in�nite at a single

instance� the frequency step signal is de�ned� The frequency step signal has the same
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beginning and ending frequencies as the frequency slope signal for a given frequency

span� but the frequency step signal is stationary at its beginning frequency from

sample zero to sample M��� where it changes frequency immediately to its ending

frequency and remains there throughout the end of the observation� This signal was

synthesized using an AR��� �lter with a variable pole location� The frequency step

signal has a slope of zero everywhere except at sampleM�� where its slope is in�nite�

The step size� or frequency span is varied just as with the frequency ramp signal�

Figure ��� shows a spectrogram of a frequency step signal with a span of �� The

spectrogram parameters are identical to those in Figure ���
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Figure ���� An example spectrogram of a frequency step signal with a frequency step of
��

Figure ��� shows the ROC curves generated by a study of the Viterbi detector

operating on frequency ramp signals� The solid lines are for the signal with span of ��

or a stationary signal� at SNR values of ������ and ���dB� The dashed lines are
for a signal with a span of ��� at the same SNR values� The dotted lines are for a

signal with span ��� at the same SNR values� The dash�dotted lines are for a signal

with a span of � for the same SNR values� The detector performs very similarly for
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spans of � to ���� but begins to degrade when the span is �� The �gure shows that

the detector�s performance is similar for a signal with span � at ��dB and a signal
with span � at ���dB� which is a �dB drop� Simulations were also performed for a
span of ��� but the level of degradation was large and detracted from the readability

of the plot�
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Figure ���� The Viterbi detector for frequency ramp signals� Frequency span values of
�� ���� ���� and � are shown for SNR values of ������� and ���dB� Each curve was
simulated with �� trials per hypothesis�

Figure ��� shows a similar comparison for the frequency slope signal and the

stack detector� The same spans and line markings are used as above but only SNR

values ������ and ��dB are shown for clarity� The ��dB group in the upper left
corner shows a slight degradation in detector performance as the span increases� but

not nearly as much as for the Viterbi detector above� This is because the overall

performance of the stack detector is less than that of the Viterbi detector� Note

that the ��dB group for the stack detector is in approximately the same position as
the ���dB group for the Viterbi detector� again indicating an approximate �dB loss
associated with the stack detector�
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Figure ���� The stack detector for frequency ramp signals� Frequency span values of
�� ���� ���� and � are shown for SNR values of ������� and ��dB� Each curve was
simulated with �� trials per hypothesis�
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For both the Viterbi detector and the stack detector� the stationary� or � span�

signal had slightly lower performance than that of the frequency slope signal with a

span of ���� This result is due to the nature of the Markov model used� given in

������� This model is clearly not ideal for a stationary signal� which should assume

no possibility of transition from state to state� rather than an equal probability of

trasition to any of three states� Therefore� since the slowly varying signal matches

the Markov model more closely� it should be more easily detected than the stationary

signal� as is in fact the case�

Figure ��� shows the performance of the Viterbi detector for frequency step

signals� The span values and line markings are as for Figure ���� SNR values of

������ and ���dB are shown for the span values of � to �� As expected� the

Viterbi detector appears to be less tolerant of the frequency step signal than the

frequency slope signal� The detector achieves good performance for the span of ��

but degrades signi�cantly when the frequency step is introduced� The degradation is

only slightly larger for a span of � than for a span of ���� therefore the presence of

the step seems to be more important than its size in this range�

The stack detector is again slightly more robust to the frequency step signals

than the Viterbi detector� showing less degradation for the larger step signals� but

at the expense of overall poorer performance� The span values and line markings in

Figure ��� are the same as above� and all three SNR values are shown for each span

value�

��� Block Length and Performance

Another major issue is the e	ect of block length on performance� particularly for a

nonstationary signal� Ideally� a study could examine the performance of the detectors

for many block sizes and many nonstationary signal slopes� However� much of this

information would be redundant� and as always� resources are limited� Therefore�
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Figure ��	� The Viterbi detector for frequency step signals� Frequency span values of
�� ���� ���� and � are shown for SNR values of ������� and ���dB� Each curve was
simulated with �� trials per hypothesis�
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Figure ��
� The stack detector for frequency step signals� Frequency span values of �� ����
���� and � are shown for SNR values of ������� and ���dB� Each curve was simulated
with �� trials per hypothesis�
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this study was limited to just a two signal types at several block sizes� First� recall

the BLRT and BLRTsd analysis discussed in Sections �� and �� The � approxi�

mation was used there to demonstrate the e	ect of reduced block size on the BLRT

and BLRTsd� For a stationary signal� the loss associated with these approximations

would be the only loss and further discussion would be unnecessary� Unfortunately�

nonstationary signals introduce another e	ect on performance� Since the structure of

the detector assumes the signal is varying slowly enough to be considered stationary

over a single block� signals with frequency slopes might be expected to bene�t from

shorter block sizes� since the block stationary assumption is relatively more accurate�

In these studies the signal is nonstationary with a pole radius of r �
p
��� and

the detectors once again assume known G and r� The �gures based on the Viterbi

detector ������� and ���dB� while �gures based on the stack detector show SNR
values of ������� and ��dB� The stack detector �gures use a higher SNR for the
top curve because the performance is poorer and the probabilities are not as close

to one� Figure ��� shows a comparison of the performance of the Viterbi detector

for block sizes of ��� �� ��� and � for a frequency slope signal with a span of ����

Performance loss with decreasing block size is signi�cant at the higher SNR values�

The block size � curve at ���dB is close to the block size �� curve at ��dB� which
indicates a total �dB loss� Figure ���� shows a comparison of the performance of the

stack detector for block sizes of ��� �� and �� for a frequency slope signal with a span

of ���� The stack detector su	ers much less with decreasing block size� but starts

with lower performance�

Figure ���� shows a comparison of the performance of the Viterbi detector for

block sizes of ��� �� ��� and � for a frequency step signal with a span of ���� The

change with decreasing block size for the frequency step signal is much less than with

the frequency ramp signal� except for the block size � curve� Again� the detector

begins at a lower standard due to the frequency step �recall Figure ����� Figure ����

shows a comparison of the performance of the stack detector for block sizes of ���

��
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�� and �� for a frequency step signal with a span of ���� The stack detector again

shows only a small e	ect from decreasing block size� One e	ect which is not shown

in the �gure is the increase in computational time for smaller block size� Since the

observation length is the same� when the block size decreases� the number of blocks

increases� Therefore� the search e	ort required of the iterative stack algorithm also

increases� For block size �� the computation time increased to the point that the

simulations were impractical with the current implementation of the stack algorithm�

Although it was postulated that smaller block sizes would improve performance

for the nonstationary signals� the loss from the block independence approximation

appears to outweigh any gains produced by allowing less frequency change per block�

This result might be reversed for a signal with a larger frequency slope�
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Figure ���� The Viterbi detector computed with block sizes of ��� ��� ��� and �� for
a frequency slope signal with a span of ���� The SNR values shown are ������� and
���dB� Each curve was simulated with �� trials per hypothesis�
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Figure ����� The stack detector computed with block sizes of ��� ��� and ��� for a frequency
slope signal with a span of ���� The SNR values shown are ������� and ��dB� Each
curve was simulated with �� trials per hypothesis�
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Figure ����� The Viterbi detector computed with block sizes of ��� ��� ��� and �� for a
frequency step signal with a span of ���� The SNR values shown are ������� and ���dB�
Each curve was simulated with �� trials per hypothesis�
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Figure ����� The stack detector computed with block sizes of ��� ��� and ��� for a frequency
step signal with a span of ���� The SNR values shown are ������� and ��dB� Each curve
was simulated with �� trials per hypothesis�
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��� Unknown G and r colored noise

A number of the Viterbi detector�s properties can be demonstrated and evaluated

using known G and r but unknown ��p�� However� the detector�s performance in

cases where these parameters are unknown is quite important� since G is almost

never known� and r may not be known� The stack detector has been shown to

perform poorly compared to the Viterbi detector and therefore has not been pursued

to the point of performing detection with unknown G and r values� The primary

di
culty in evaluating the Viterbi detector�s performance with unknown parameters

is that the detector performance is strongly dependent on the value of r� When r is

small� the signal is nearly white and the SUF and energy detectors become nearly

equivalent� This e	ect is caused by the fact that the energy detector is the optimal

detector for a white signal in white noise� When r is near �� however� there is a

large di	erence between the SUF detector and the energy detector� simply because

the estimation of frequency provides more information about the signal�

Fortunately� the single block studies in Chapter  show that the likelihood value

is not strongly a	ected when the estimates of G and r are inaccurate� It is possible to

use this information to limit the number of values of G and r which are examined so

that the likelihood search is not dramatically expanded� Since the Viterbi algorithm

must be run in its entirety for each combination of G and r values that is considered�

the number of values allowed has a large e	ect on the computational cost of the

method� Experience has shown that only two values each of G and r need to be

examined to produce detector performance near that of the SUF detector� This

approach is equivalent to dividing the parameter space into the categories of �high�

and �low� SNR and �large� and �small� pole radius� The values have been chosen

based on the data shown in Section ����� to be ru 
 f����� ���g and the Gt values

associated with SNR�s of ��� and ���dB� The Gt values are linear gains over a

constant noise power of � and are intended to be near the lower and upper knees of

the detector curve�
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With two possible values of each parameter� the Viterbi algorithm must be

calculated four times for the entire observation� where the �nal score is the maximum

likelihood from the four possible combinations� Figure ��� shows a comparison of the

SUF with known G �varying with SNR� and r� and the Viterbi algorithm using the

parameter values above to estimate G and r� The actual signal had a roughly worst

case r value of ������ which is exactly in between the two guesses for r used by the

Viterbi method� The simulations show that even with no a priori knowledge of the

model parameters� the Viterbi method performs nearly as well as the SUF detector

which assumes the G and r values are known� There is more loss for the highest SNR

value of ���dB than for the lower SNRs� but the decrease in performance is only
about �dB for this roughly worst case value of r�

To demonstrate the full capability of the Viterbi detector� Figure ���� shows

the ROC curves for the Viterbi detector running on a frequency ramp AR��� signal

with unknown G and r and colored noise of unknown covariance compared with the

Viterbi detector for the same signal in WGN with known r and G� Since the signal is

nonstationary with span �� the noise covariance can be estimated from the observed

signal based on the assumption that the noise is stationary� This estimate is not

optimal� but if the signal is known to be nonstationary� it is an e	ective way to deal

with stationary noise of unknown covariance� Figure ���� shows a spectrogram of

an example of the observed signal plus noise at ���dB� The noise covariance is an
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Figure ����� The upper bound for the smaller pole radius of ���� is lower than for a
larger pole radius� The curves shown are for SNR values of ������� and ���dB� The
SUF curve is for ���� iterations per hypothesis and the Viterbi curve is for ��� iterations
per hypothesis�
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AR���� process with AR polynomial coe
cients
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These coe
cients were derived from observed sonar data in an e	ort to simulate real�

world background noise� The detector performance for unknown colored noise with

estimated covariance is much better than for the same signal with white noise� This

is because the noise covariance tends to concentrate the signal power in a relatively

small portion of the spectrum so that the e	ective SNR is higher in other portions

where the signal is present� However� even with this e	ect taken into account the

detector�s performance is impressive since the signal is barely visible at ���dB� where
the detector performs almost perfectly�

��
 Model Inaccuracy

One of the desired characteristics of the detection algorithm was robustness to model

inaccuracy� Since the detector assumes an AR��� model for the signal regardless of

its actual origin� it is important that the performance be reasonable even when the

signal is not AR���� as will likely be the case in real applications�

A �rst step toward examining the detector�s robustness to model inaccuracy is to
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Figure ����� The general Viterbi detector was operated on a frequency ramp signal with
a span of � and colored noise of unknown covariance� The covariance was estimated using
the assumption that the noise was stationary and the signal was not� The Viterbi WGN
curve shown is for the same signal in white Gaussian noise assuming known G and r�
Both detectors were tested using �� trials per hypothesis and are shown at SNR values of
���������� and ���dB�
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Figure ����� The unwindowed spectrogram of the ���� point observation using nonover�
lapping �� point FFTs is shown for a frequency slope signal with a span of � at ���dB SNR�
The signal is barely perceptible in the colored noise even though the detector performs well
at this SNR� See Figure ��� for an example of the signal without noise� and Figure ���
for an example of the harmonic noise from which the AR noise spectrum shown above was
derived�
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present the detector with an AR��� signal with two poles in the same location where

the AR��� pole would have occurred� This allows the continued use of �known�

G and r values even though the model is no longer correct� The Viterbi detector

which assumes known �although incorrect� values of G and r and the general Viterbi

detector which estimates the values of G and r can be compared to each other and

the SUF detector can be modi�ed to make the correct AR��� assumptions and again

serve as a near upper bound� Figure ���� shows a comparison of the SUF AR���

detector� along with the Viterbi detector assuming known G and r� and the general

Viterbi detector with no parameter assumptions� The AR��� signal in this study uses

a stationary pole of multiplicity two at
p
���ej	��� The �gure shows that the general

Viterbi detector is nearly equivalent to the SUF� while the Viterbi detector making

the incorrect �known� assumptions is also quite close� The SUF AR��� required ����

trials per hypothesis rather than the ��� required by others because the probabilities

in its highest curve are very close to �� Even though ���� trials is only enough to

accurately estimate probabilities in the ���� range� the estimates obtained should be

reasonable� However� the con�dence interval is larger for such small values than for

the other curves on the plot�

A second step in examining the detector�s robustness to model inaccuracy is to

present the detector with a stationary signal which is a low order Gaussian signal� but

derives its PSD from a moving average �MA�� or �nite impulse response �FIR�� system�

Once again� the SUF detector can be modi�ed to represent a near upper bound for

the Viterbi detector by allowing it to make use of the FIR spectral information known

in advance� but without knowledge of the actual frequency�

The fact that the SUF can be modi�ed to make use of an FIR model is an

indication of how extremely "exible the GBLRTsd structure is with respect to the

model involved� Given an exact or even an approximate knowledge of the FIR or

AR spectral shape of the signal� the GBLRTsd can be operated on the assumption

that the spectral shape is constant over frequency� Nonstationary signals that meet
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Figure ����� The SUF AR��� is the near�optimum detector for a stationary AR��� signal
with unknown frequency� The Viterbi detector assuming known G and r for the AR���
case is shown along with the stack detector making the same assumptions� The general
Viterbi detector estimates the values of G and r which gives more freedom to compensate
for the model inaccuracy� The SNR values shown are ������ and ���dB� Each curve
was simulated with �� trials per hypothesis� except for the SUF AR���� which required
���� trials�
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the assumptions can be detected nearly optimally� Even if the spectral shape is not

constant over frequency� if a spectral model is known� it can be incorporated into the

GBLRTsd�

The purpose of this study is not to demonstrate the GBLRTsd�s "exibility� but

its robustness� Therefore� the Viterbi detector�s assumption was that the signal was

an AR��� process� even though it was actually FIR� The FIR �lter used to generate

the signal process had coe
cients

h�k� �
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These �lter coe
cients were generated by creating an order � real FIR lowpass �lter

with a pass band of ���� of the Nyquist frequency using the �window� method� The

Hilbert transform of the result was taken to create the complex �lter h�k� shown

above� The h�k� was frequency shifted to create a bandpass �lter which was used to

shape a WGN process to create the �nal signal� The autocorrelation of the WGN

process �ltered by h�k� is given by r�k� � h�k��h��k� where � represents convolution�
Figure ���� shows the magnitude of the �� point FFT of h�k�� Clearly h�k� meets

the requirements of the problem statement in Chapter � stating that the signal must

have a single dominant spectral peak�

Figure ���� shows the SUF and the Viterbi detector�s performance using a signal

with FIR autocorrelation r�k�� Recall that the SUF detector has been modi�ed to

make the correct assumptions about the FIR signal�s covariance� while the Viterbi

detector has not� Since the correct values of G and r are not de�ned� the general

Viterbi detector was used which estimates values of G and r in addition to ��p� to
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Figure ���	� The two curves show the FFT magnitude of the actual �lter used to generate
the signal in Figure ���� and of the complex lowpass �lter �unshifted� which was used to
generate the bandpass �lter�
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maximize the likelihood� The �gure makes it clear that the Viterbi detector is quite

robust to the incorrect model assumptions� giving performance only slightly below

that of the near�optimal SUF FIR detector� Pathological signals could be invented to

further challenge the robustness of the detector� such as a bandlimited white signal�

but it is clear from the example above that the AR assumption does not preclude the

detector�s use on signals which are not truly AR in origin�
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Figure ���
� Four SNR values are shown� ���������� and ���dB� Each curve was
generated with �� trials per hypothesis�

��� Comparison with a Modern Method

In order to discuss the relative merits of the Viterbi detector as compared to methods

in the literature� it is necessary to modify these algorithms to be address the problem

at hand� Kay�s AR signal detector ��� discussed in Section ���� is the most convenient

to convert to the problem addressed in this thesis� For a stationary signal� Kay�s

method is similar to the SUF in that it estimates a stationary frequency to calculate

the likelihood� The modi�ed version of Kay�s detector to be described will be referred
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to as the Modi�ed Kay Method �MKM� detector�

Kay�s method assumes that the noise is white with unknown power� and that

the signal under H� can be written entirely as an AR process� By simply assuming

the noise power is known� Kay�s detector can be applied to the white noise case where

the hypotheses are de�ned as

K� � �I

K� � Ks�r� ��
�����

so that K� does not have an additive white noise component� This set of hypotheses

can be normalized to unit variance white noise by de�ning � � � and allowing the

model parameter r to compensate for the signal gain� This simpli�cation makes the

problem more similar to the problem de�ned in ������� although there is still no noise

only component in K�� The resulting detector would compute

l��xjr� ��� l��x�
H�
�
�
H�

� �����

where r and � are computed by the AR modeling technique� and G is unnecessary�

Although this detector is no longer equivalent to the one described in ���� it makes

use of the same basic ideas�

Nonstationary signals are not considered in ���� To deal with a nonstationary

signal� the block stationary assumption must be invoked� The conversion of the LRT

to the BLRT allowed the frequency parameter to be vary from block to block� but be

considered stationary within a block� Similarly� the MKM detector must be modi�ed

to process the signal in blocks so that the frequency model of the signal can be varied

form block to block� Although block processing allows the signal to be nonstationary�

it also limits the data available to the stationary model estimator which tends to

reduce the accuracy of the model estimates�

Since the purpose of using an AR estimate to �nd the signal model for each block

is to avoid evaluating every possibility� the Viterbi algorithm cannot be applied in

the MKM detector� and the estimate for each block will depend entirely on the data
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in that block� Since the signal will actually be an AR��� signal� the MKM detector

will be restricted to AR��� models� The AR estimation works with the time domain

signal and multiple frequencies do not need to be evaluated� so the MKM detector can

operate without the spectral diagonalization approximation and its detection statistic

is given by

�MKM �
P��X
p��

x��p��K��p� p�
�� �K��p� p� r� ��p��

���x�p� �����

where the values of r and ��p� are determined by the autocorrelation� or maximum

entropy AR modeling method� Although the simplicity of this detector is pleasing�

the lack of such approximations as the spectral diagonalization approximation mean

that full matrices must be used in the calculation of �MKM � In particular� each term

of ��� requires the inverse of K��r� �� and both r and � can vary over the block index�

so that it is impossible to compute K� in advance� This is a substantial limitation

on block size� since the matrix inversion computation is O�L��� The detector remains

practical if not desirable to compute with L � �� as in the current investigation� The

simulations performed in this section use the familiar stationary AR��� signal with a

pole at
p
���ej	���

Figure ���� shows a comparison of the performance of the MKM and the general

Viterbi detector for a stationary signal in WGN� along with a comparison of the

performance of the SUF detector� The MKM detector does a much poorer job than

either GLRT�based detector� Since the general Viterbi detector performs nearly as

well as the SUF detector� it is a substantial improvement over the approach based on

Kay�s method� This result is not surprising since Kay�s method was not originally

suggested for application to nonstationary signals� The MKM detector su	ers mainly

from the small amount of data available for estimating the AR parameters due to the

necessity of block processing�
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CHAPTER �

Conclusions

The goal of this thesis was to �nd a computationally e
cient algorithm to detect

nonstationary low order Gaussian random signals with unknown parameters in noise

of known covariance� A secondary goal was to build a theoretical framework for the

optimal detection of nonstationary signals based on maximum likelihood estimation

of signal parameters� This problem was successfully approached by making a series

of simple approximations to the GLRT to reduce its computational expense�

��� Contributions

A number of problems were dealt with in the development of this thesis� including

the determination of the usefulness of the spectral diagonalization approximation and

the related analysis of the robustness of the likelihood function to AR parameter mis�

match using numerical characteristic function inversion� Because the computational

demands of the inversion methods were so great� an approximate analytical approach

was developed using the � distribution� This approximate approach was used to ex�

amine the usefulness of the block approximation and the spectral approximation in

the form of the BLRT and BLRTsd detectors� For cases where simulation was re�

quired� an importance sampling approach was developed for improving the simulation

e
ciency for the random signal detector�

To deal with unknown parameters� two methods for maximizing the likelihood

were examined with the result that the Viterbi algorithm was a signi�cant improve�

ment over the stack algorithm� A detection algorithm for the nonstationary low order

Gaussian random signals was implemented and tested under variations of several pa�

�
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rameters including signal type and block length� The Viterbi detector was found to

perform nearly as well as the SUF detector in virtually all cases for those signal types

which met the low order� slowly varying frequency assumptions� Finally the detector

was compared to a modi�ed version of Kay�s detection algorithm ���� and found to

provide superior performance�

In summary� the major contributions of this thesis are

� a numerical investigation of the spectral diagonalization approximation

� a numerical investigation of parameter mismatch

� the adaptation of the � distribution approximation for detector analysis

� an approximate analysis of the BLRT and BLRTsd detectors

� the successful development of the nearly optimal GBLRTsd detector based on
the Viterbi algorithm for detection of low order nonstationary Gaussian random

signals

� the simulation� evaluation� and comparison of the GBLRTsd detector with the
MKM detector�

The GBLRTsd detector using Viterbi maximization has been shown to be com�

putationally e
cient with near�optimal performance and is quite robust to model

inaccuracy� Therefore� this thesis has contributed to the state of the art a useful new

solution to the nonstationary random signal detection problem�

��� Future Extensions

This thesis has resolved a number of issues discussed above� but it has also created

a number of new problems to be investigated in the future� These new problems

fall into two broad classes� investigations of potential modi�cations of the Viterbi

detector which were outside the scope of this thesis� and extensions of the work given

�
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here which would allow direct application to some of the applications mentioned in

Chapter ��

There are many issues which for reasons of practicality were considered but not

pursued as possible modi�cations of the Viterbi algorithm� The possibility of applying

FIR signal models or higher order AR models was mentioned in Section ���� Such

approaches would allow the application of the GBLRTsd method to more general

signal types instead of only low order signals� but would require either more speci�c

knowledge of the signal or a much greater e	ort in estimating the model parameters�

A more general frequency transition model could be applied� such as the Gaus�

sian one used in ���� Such a model would increase the cost of computing the Viterbi

algorithm� but would also allow for better performance on signals with rapid frequency

transitions or large slopes� Again� such a model would require more knowledge of the

signal or extensive training to obtain an accurate transition model� A possible com�

promise would be to employ a clipped Gaussian or a binomial distribution so that

transitions outside a certain distance would have zero probability� This method would

allow for some of the e
ciency of the transition restriction without the oversimpli��

cation of a single bin restriction�

The stack algorithm has two parameters which can be adjusted to improve its

accuracy and also increase its computational burden� The penalty factor determines

how a path of a particular length is compared to paths of other lengths� When

it is increased� the longer paths must have much higher scores than average to be

extended� The stack length determines how many old paths are kept for possible

extension� These parameters were set at values which were as large as practical for

this investigation� and further work was made unnecessary by the Viterbi algorithm�

However� the stack algorithm has "exibility in the search for unknown G and r pa�

rameters that the Viterbi algorithm does not have� The stack algorithm does not

have to be run separately for each parameter combination but can directly compare

paths with di	erent G and r values and di	erent lengths� If the GBLRTsd were

�
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applied to a problem where the non�frequency parameters were more sensitive� the

stack algorithm would have a distinct advantage on this basis�

The block independence assumption implicit in the BLRT does not have a strong

e	ect on the detector�s performance for a block size of �� but the block size cannot be

lowered signi�cantly without serious performance loss� A possible tradeo	 could be

made to allow smaller block sizes� This tradeo	 would involve calculating the detector

statistic for overlapping blocks and using a few matrix identities to reconstruct a

full observation covariance which was not block diagonal� but was formed from the

overlapping diagonal blocks� Such a method would allow a full observation covariance

which did not assume the blocks were independent� and therefore a smaller block size

could potentially be tolerated� Of course� the immediate drawbacks include a doubling

of the required computation due to the overlapping block structure�

Another method of avoiding the block independence assumption would be to

build an estimated full observation covariance by interpolating a diagonal band from

the �xed values obtained from each block ���� While this method has the potential to

be more accurate than block independent methods� it also requires the construction

of a large matrix� and computations using the full observation� Other extensions of

the GBLRTsd method could be suggested which are too numerous to mention� but

the suggestions above should provide a number of possibilities to readers wishing to

apply the method to a slightly di	erent problem�

As for direct application of this method� it is fairly rare that the application

consists of operating on a �xed block of data in which the signal is known to either be

present for the entire time �H�� or not present at all �H��� The question which most

often arises is �when did the signal begin and end#� Therefore� the issue of time of

arrival should be considered� Suppose an application requires that a data stream be

examined for nonstationary signals � blocks in length and the blocks are short enough

that only block boundaries need to be considered for starting and ending points�

An ine
cient approach would be to calculate the detector statistic sequentially on

�
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� blocks at a time� shifting in the �rst block and shifting out the last each time�

Fortunately� the Viterbi method can be applied in a much more e
cient way� Since

the likelihood score for each frequency is calculated from the �rst block to the last

in a cumulative way� it would be simple to save the last � sets of Viterbi scores and

continually subtract the score from block �n � �� from the score for block n� This
technique would allow the detector to run continuously� while only computing a new

score for one block at a time rather than for � at a time� Of course� such issues as

rescaling and multiple parameter combinations would also have to be considered�

In any real application� better performance could be obtained by making better

use of a priori information� such as a known range for r for the signal of interest�

Analysis of a particular class of data such as biomedical signals or passive sonar data

could potentially yield such useful information and produce an even more e	ective

detector�

�
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APPENDIX A

The Covariance Matrix of a

Nonstationary CGRV

Two nonstationary signals were used in this thesis� but the covariance matrices were

not required due to the assumption of a stationary frequency for each block� The

nonstationary covariance can be derived in several ways� The central assumption

of almost any derivation would be that the signal was generated by �ltering WGN

with a �lter whose frequency response was variable� A fully general derivation can

be performed using a time�varying impulse response and convolution� however this

method is quite involved� and the generality is not required here� A simpler method is

to directly analyze the output function of a time�varying �lter� Although this method

is inexact in the sense that the output never reaches the exact steady state after the

initial start up� the initial condition e	ect is one that is encountered in the signal

synthesis problem� Therefore� the direct output derivation is actually more accurate

for the problem at hand�

Unfortunately� neither derivation method would produce results which are par�

ticularly useful for analysis by hand or for much intuitive insight� Nevertheless� the

direct derivation can at least be used to numerically verify the behavior of a nonsta�

tionary covariance matrix� and also for demonstration of a few properties such as the

Hermitian symmetry and lack of Toeplitz form�

To begin the derivation� assume the signal y�n� is generated by a complex AR���

�lter with a time�varying pole value� and a causalWGN input� Causality of the input

is important to make the summations �nite and therefore tractable� but it also causes

�
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the above mentioned initial e	ects� The output of the �lter is

y�n� � �a�n�y�n� �� � x�n� �A���

where x�n� is the WGN input� and a varies with the sample index� This is the actual

signal arrangement used to synthesize the frequency slope and frequency step signals�

The output y�n� can be rewritten entirely in terms of x and a as

y�n� �
nX
l��

x�l�
nY

k�l	�

��a�k��� �A���

The covariance matrix can be written in terms of its elements so that

Ky�n� p� � E�y�n�y��p��� �A��

Then

E�y�n�y��p�� � E

�� nX
l��

x�l�
nY

k�l	�

��a�k��
pX

q��

x��q�
pY

m�q	�

��a��m��
	� �A���

which simpli�es greatly since E�x�n�x��p�� � � for n �� p to give

E�y�n�y��p�� � E

��min�n�p�X
l��

jx�l�j�
nY

k�l	�

��a�k��
pY

m�l	�

��a��m��
	� �A���

It is simple to show from this result that the covariance matrix is Hermitian�

and it should be obvious that it will not be Toeplitz in general� The initial value

e	ect encountered with this method can be dealt with by running the �lter with

a constant pole frequency over several time�constants before allowing the frequency

to change� This method e	ectively simulates the steady state of the �lter before

generating usable data� The same procedure may be used to evaluate �A��� at a

steady state�

Using �A���� the covariance of a ��� sample frequency slope signal with a span

of �� has been calculated and the imaginary part is shown in Figure A��� The �gure

shows the Hermitian symmetry of the covariance as well as the fact that it is not

Toeplitz� The transition at the center of the matrix is caused by the change from the

positive imaginary region to the negative imaginary region�

�
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Figure A��� The imaginary part of the nonstationary covariance matrix shown as an
intensity plot� The frequency slope signal covariance for a span of �� was calculated using
a ��� sample settling time before the ��� sample covariance shown�
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This thesis develops a new method for detecting low order Gaussian random signals

in noise when the parameters of the signal are unknown and the frequency of the

signal is nonstationary and slowly varying� A low order signal is de�ned here to

to be a signal that can be modeled with a small number of autoregressive �AR�

model coe
cients and has only one signi�cant spectral peak� The new detector is

appropriate for applications where the signal is wideband and the time�bandwidth

product is large such as passive sonar� radar and biomedical signal detection�

Based on the low order signal restriction� the signal is modeled as the output of

a �rst order AR system with a time varying pole angle� This signal model is applied

to the computation of the optimal likelihood ratio test when the signal parame�

ters are known and extended to an approximation of the generalized likelihood ratio

test �GLRT� when the signal parameters must be estimated� The resulting detector

makes use of several types of computationally e
cient approximation� including block

processing and a spectral diagonalization of the data covariance matrix� The stack

algorithm and the Viterbi algorithm are investigated as maximization techniques for

producing the maximum likelihood estimates required by the GLRT�

The statistical behavior of the approximations is determined analytically for

both a single block of the data using numerical characteristic function inversion� and

for the full observation using a distribution approximation� Simulations are used to

verify and extend the analytical results� Using comparisons with a near�optimum

detector as an upper bound and the energy detector as a lower bound� the new



detection algorithm is shown to give nearly optimal performance for a variety of

nonstationary and non�AR signals� Recent methods from the literature are examined

for applicability to this problem� and the most suitable method is compared to the

new detector�

The new detection algorithm is found to be computationally e
cient with near

optimal performance� and is robust to model inaccuracy� The thesis concludes with

a discussion of extensions of the theoretical framework of the approximate GLRT to

other signal models and applications�
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